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ABSTRACT
Black studies has become an academic offering iwithin the American
schools. In the 1960's, a decade beset with racial turmoil, the black experience
liteially forced itself into the American way of life.
Having been denied a role in the socialization process which would
have enabled them to enter the mainstream of Am erican life, blacks were
relegated to a subordinate position in the society and became continual victims
of lacism. Ihe American educational system has been deeply implicated in the
perpetuation of racism. Therefore, black challenge has been concentrated on
bringmg about change in the educating process in order to render education more
relevant to black Americans.
In the past America's faith in its educational system as a solver of
all problems has been profound. However, educators began to realize that the
American educational system was not meeting the demands put upon it. Education
had not only ignored the solving of social problems, it had helped to perpetuate
them. One dominant social trend-racism-had a detrimental effect on black
youngsters. The continuation of discriminatory policies not only deprived the
black child of equal educational opportunity, but also caused many black youngsters
to develop a negative coneept of self.
In the late 1960's, as black students demanded change in America's
academic institutions, the idea of black studies became a reality. Could black
studies act as a change agent to help eradicate racism ? The aim of this study
was to examine and to evaluate the effectiveness of the black studies program at
Classical High School in Springfield, Massachusetts, as it evolved and developed
from September 19G9 through Juno 1973. The study, primarily based within a
classroom setting, proposed a strategy which would describe and compare
factors involved in the developnent of the program. The factors—goals, students,
c uri icular des ign, social climate, and, to an extent, school personnel— had
vaiying influences on the evolving program. The black studies program moved
through four phases. The curricular development of Phase 1 was based primarily
on an original proposal and outline submitted by the students who had requested
the program in April 1969; Phase 2 was characterized by the classroom applica-
tion of an abbreviated thematic guide reflecting the black American's uplifting
from Africa and subsequent movement through the American experiences of
Colonization, Exploitation, Reconstruction, and Revolution. In Phase 3, a
structural foundation was assured with the introduction of a formal guide for
concern presented in Phase
use in the black studies classes. The major point of
4 was the need for separate courses dealing with the black ettperience as well as
courses integrated with the black experience.
I he study concluded with an evaluation of Classical's black studies
program. Major issues dealt with concern black and white student disinterest
and other teacher disinterest. Attempts were made not only to understand the
basis of each problem encountered, but also to suggest a possible solution to the
particular situation. Furthermore, conclusions were made with regard to the
value and the direction of black studies at Classical. The program was seen to
be of nominal effectiveness in the Springfield setting. The extent to which black
studies
—applied as a change agent to help eradicate racism—could penetrate the
educating process would be limited until more classroom educators were better
piepared to deal with the black experience.
the mid 1970's demands that developers of black studies programs
place emphasis on bettering human relations. Therefore, black and white
educators need to be involved in the educating process dealing with the black
experience. The design of a black studies program to meet the needs of the
mid 1970’s is viewed as one that will carry a student beyond the single class-
room, and under the guise of experiential education, circulate the student through-
tlie school, into the surrounding community, and back into the classroom. The
underlying process is one which can involve the student in a degree of individual
freedom, the policy of decision making, and the opportunity to know and under-
stand one's fellow man.
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PREFACE
A number of years ago when the United States was throbbing with internal
trauma, I thought the following:
Can the image of a human being be stepped upon re-
peatedly without some sort of retaliation. ... is
there a reply that can be given to a. man’s shout
. . .
whether given peaceably or violently.
. .
for
a legitimate slice of the rewards of humanity.
. . .
the diagnosis. ... a contagious condition of
epidemic magnitude.
. . .
However, in retrospect I contemplated and decided that:
In an over-all appraisal one cannot help but desire
to go back to those so-called 'origins'. ... to get
out of this violent.
. .
competitive.
. .
capitalistic
atmosphere. ... to be able to just touch the basis
of a man’s honest concern for another man. . . an
acceptance of each individual man’s entitlement to
human dignity. . . not to have to shout for it but to
be able to bear it as a part of his birthright and
continual existence. . . . but ... at this point. . .
one can only say . . . that because of man’s inability
to destroy himself. . .
the prognosis. . .
.
good.
. . .
I, in time have been willing to examine the relationships that have existed and
continue to exist between men and have moved into a position to help deteimine
positive change relative to these relationships.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Culture is that which moves in time carrying the history, the values, and
the way of life of a group of people. It is culture that gives meaning to existence.
It is through culture that one learns what is expected of him in life, for culture
refers to "the ideas, feelings, and practices that people acquire as members
of socio-cultural systems. Furthermore, in each socio-cultural grouping or
society there is a system of socialization by which individuals are trained to
participate in this on-going way of life. There are norms or patterns established
to which individuals become meaningfully United. These norms
. .
are
s ituationally specific standards for behavior: principles, premises, or expecta-
tions indicating how individuals in specifiable circumstances ought to act.
Within the total system of socialization there are processes through
which a society attempts to pass its meaningfulness on from generation to
generation. One such process is that of education. Relative to this Julius
Nyerere, President of Tanzania, has stated the purpose of education.
... to transmit from one generation to the next
the accumulated wisdom and knowledge of the
society, and to prepare the young people for tneir
future membership in the society and their active
participation in its maintenance of development. ^
2This defined meaninRfuhiess gives a people its identity.
.
.
gives a people
strength and determination to survive, to compete, to achieve.
It is generally agreed that most men need a recognized position to justify
their existence. That is, one must be made to believe that he is somebody.
In essence, the individual must be made to realize that he represents a meaning-
ful unit within a group. Furthermore, this recognition must be of a dual
nature. That is, it must be reflected from without and sensed from within.
This inner feeling of self-esteem, fiilfilled and sustained by the outer reaction
from humanity, is interpreted as respect. Why is this sense of being of great
importance? Basically, it might be called the primary ingredient for personal
growth and intellectual development. What happens, however, when a people
as a mass are continually deprived of this meaningfulness.
. .
many not knowing
who they are, and from where they came? What happens to a people when their
very being is negated.
. .
first, by an imposed force; and, second, from within
themselves ? Such has been the plight of the majority of black people in
America.
Today many blacks in the United States find themselves in a state of
ambivalence when relating to the American scene. There is an inner fear,
despondency, and hatred derived from a very real historical context, as
opposed to that state of developing elation resulting from a positive sharing
or desire to share in this nation's material wealth. Do many blacks want to
3escape America, or do they want to become further enmeshed into its meaning ?
Do the words of Claude McKay hold truths ?
For the dim regions whence my fathers ctune
My spirit, bondaged by the body, longs.
Words felt, but never heard, my lips would frame:
My soul would sing forgotten jungle songs.
I would go back to darkness and to peace.
But the great western world holds me in fee.
And I may never hope for full release
While to its alien gods I bend my knee.^
for,
Although she feeds me bread of bitterness.
And sinks into my throat her tiger's tooth.
Stealing my breath of life, I will confess
I love this cultured hell that tests my youth
In time blacks have contemplated, challenged, and exercised force both
peaceably and violently to become a part of this on-going dynamic society.
Such on-going black challenge eventually has led America to re-examine its
value orientation and historical tradition.
Philosophical Basis of American Culture
When one spealcs of value orientation and historical tradition relative
to the United States, reference is made to a national culture which has over
the years undergone constant accumulation from a multitude of sources. These
impinging sources, historical, environmental, and social have at times
4blended and brought about casual change in life styles. How easy it is to change
one’s style of dress, or to accept change in a mode of transportation. Other
forces, however, have clashed with the American life style and have yielded to
change only under pressure. A major clash has resulted from challenge to the
apparent contradiction that has existed between America’s proclaimed belief
in the freedom and equality of mankind as opposed to this nation’s behavioral
patterns that have relegated certain groups of society subordinate to other
groups,
American culture is not based on a single set of standards or beliefs.
The diversity of this nation cannot be denied. However, there are a few
historically derived values which appear not only to dominant American thought
but also to influence individual and group action. These non-material legacies
of the early Americans left to contemporary America have been transmitted
from generation to generation. Today these tenets can be interpreted as each
man’s right to participation and representation in the nation's government, a
national faith in the rewards of an education, and, hard work resulting in
material gain and security. These trends appear to strongly underlie the value
system of the so-called American way of life. Who, however, in these United
States has been allowed to partake of these attributes ? Who has been allowed
to move along the main stream and enter into the American way of life? By
what means has an individual been prepared to recognize his position relative
5to each of these traditions ? And, finally, how have these traditions been
continually reinforced?
A Process of Socialization.
In the United States, as in most socio-cultural systems, there is a
means of initiating individuals in the society's way of life. Through the process
of socialization, one learns of the values, or non-material aspects of a culture,
as well as the material aspects which denote the history, the arts, and the
literature of a group of people. This recognized value system and this real
attachment to material culture gives one a meaningful relationship to a group.
... . to put it another way, socialization is the
name given to the processes, continuing from his
birth to the moment of his death, through which
an individual is inducted into membership in his
society. What he learns, of course, is the culture
—
or, rather selected parts of it—which is the cement
which binds people into social groups of whatever
s ize.
^
The need to receive and to pass on such cultural realities gives meaning to
existence. Through socialization one learns who he is, what is expected of
him in life, and what he may possibly attain in this life. A man denied such a
meaningful relationship becomes alienated. He is without a true identity. As
previously projected: What, happens, however, when a people as a mass are
continually deprived of this meaningfulness.
, .
many not knowing who they
are, and from where they came ?
6Early in its devslopnGnt, and as an on-going need for its continuancG,
a society defines who is to share in its rewards. Out of the need for the
m-3-iatenanc e of basic ideals and for the survival of power relationships there is a
defining of the and of the they within a society. In general, participation
and sharing in the socialization process is prescribed relative to a defined
status within the societ3\ Such has been the state of relationships between the
"Americans” and the "Other Americans" in the United States—that is, those
defined as belonging to the majority group and those designated as United States
minority peoples. Furthermore, those groups defined as minority peoples have
not only been denied an equal sharing in the American socialization process,
but they have had to participate in a negation of their own identity within this
society in order to survive. In essence, this has been the prescribed social
existence of the majority of black Americans in the United States since its
inception.
The Black Role in American Culture.
From the very beginning blacks were not expected to carry on the
American tradition nor to gain rewards as America developed intellectually
and industrially. To document this, briefly examine the blacks' relationship
to each of the non-material legacies of the early Americans. First, there was
the idea of each man's right to participation and representation in the nation's
7government. The blacks' early role was clearly defined in the United States
Constitution
—
Representatives and direct taxes shall be apportioned
among the several states which may be included
within this Union, according to their respective
numbers, (which shall be determined by adding to
the whole number of free persons, including those
bound to sei-vice for a term of years, and excluding
Indians not taxed, three-fifths of all other persons).^
[Italics mine.)
Second, there was the national faith in the rewards of an education. From the
story of Frederick Douglass one learns that "Icnowledge unfits a child to be a
g
slave. " Third, one valued the adage of hard work resulting in material gain
and security. In developing America for whom was this material gain destined ?
"Irresponsible overseers, who had no permanent interest in slave property
were frequently blamed for the over-working of slaves. For planters "often
demanded crop yields that could be achieved by no other method.
The great majority of black Americans, since the founding of this
nation, have survived under physical harassment and mental anguish. For
blacks, were, as a mass, continually deprived of the meaningfulness of knowing
who they were and from where they came. This became an important aspect
of the socialization process for Americans, both black and white, in order to
perpetuate the prescribed American way of life. The perpetuation of negativism
surrounding the black had to be imbedded into the programming of the majority
8of Americans. This would make it possible to maintain the developed relation-
ships of the w and the the 3^ in American society. In the minds of many this was
and continues to be a necessary interrelationship for individual and group
survival.
Racism in the American Way of Life.
Numerous themes continually characterize man's relationship toman.
These themes might be viewed as over-riding principles which strongly
influence and define a man’s life style. One of these principles which daily
‘has guided and continues to guide millions of individuals in the United States
is that of racism, the epitome of man’s intolerance to man.
What is racism ?
According to Ruth Benedict:
Racism is the dogma that one ethnic group is
condemned by Nature to hereditary inferiority
and another group is desinted to hereditary
superiority. It is the dogma that the hope of
civilization depends upon eliminating some
races and keeping others pure. It is the dogma
that one race has carried progress with it through-
out human history and can alone ensure future
progress. Racism is essentially a pretentious
way of saying that "I” belong to the Best People.
The effects of racism on the people of the United States and on the growth and
development of this country has been momentous. Blades as opposed to whites
have been the major recipients of the evils of racism and its policies.
However, because of its insidious nature whites also suffer. That is.
9those pro,x.ne„ts of racism, knowingly and unknowingly, distort their
ideals of freedom and brotherhood in order to perpetuate its on-going actions.
Kacism has entered into every corner of the United States and every aspect of
the daily life of individuals, in some areas of life it has been and continues to
be more profound; in others, more subtle. Racism has a dominant place in
the thought pattern of American life.
The United States Commission on Civil Rights also asked; "What is
racism anyway? What significance does it really have in American life today?"12
In responding to its own questions the Commission commented on the inability
of people to define the word clearly. Most people, even though disagreeing on
the meaning of the term, believe racism to be evil and un-American. Further-
more, Americans, both black and white, rather than approaching the subject in
a reasonable manner become very emotional when discussing racism. A
conclusion drawn by the Commission is that "Race prejudice has shaped our
history decisively in the past; it now threatens to do so again.
Many whites have had minimal and/or negatively orientated contact with
blacks. In turn, many blacks in their contacts with whites have been forced into
the illusion that only white is right and that anything black is an indication of
inferiority and failure. Melvin Herskovits, in the 1940's, stated that "the
myth of the Negro past is one of the principal supports of race prejudice in this
10
country. This continues to be the case.
To some, it is inconceivable how a man can be immediately categorized
on the basis of skin color. Nevertheless, such stereotyping happens constantly.
As many white people face a black individual, the black person is automatically
defaced.
. . depersonalized. The action is not thought over but is automatic.
The main point has been that this black person is an American black, and,
therefore, according to American tradition, he can be approached in a certain
way and is expected to respond in a certain way. American society has been
so tightly structured that it has allowed the stereotyped black to flourish not
only in the adult world but in the kiddie shows. Here is one of the success
stories of the American way of life. The white child v.as delighted at such
entertainment. The black before him was a big joke but very real, and,
therefore, any other black had to be the same.
Attitudes conceived even prior to slavery, nurtured and expanded
throughout the slaveocracy have been basic to daily interaction between whites
and blacks. Moves to bring about change in these interrelationships have
attacked definite areas of the power structure. One might consider these areas
as various relational levels at which blades and whites have attempted to
rationalize the racial situation. The international scene faced the reality of
the blacks' demands with emergence of black African nations; the national
scene stirred with the 1954 desegregation action. This of course initiated a
11
reaction on the state level, and in the recent past state and community levels
have been beset with demonstrations, sit-in's, wade-in's, boycotts, and
marches. And now, the movement has reached the personal level. This final
level of black-white confrontation is crucial in terms of change. Relative to
this, the United States Commission on Civil Rights suggested the creation of
. . .
many more positively oriented contacts between whites and Negroes and
other minority group members
—including personal contacts, intergroup contacts,
and those occurring through mass media. In accomplishing this what would
be the role of the American educational system ?
Direction of the Study to be Presented
Historically, the stated purposes of education in the United Slates have
been basically to preserve this nation's way of life, to guarantee good govern-
ment, and to prepare an individual for the unexpected; that is, to prepare the
individual to be able to cope with all of the vicissitudes of life. In general,
these worthy aims cannot be questioned. But, did they refer at all to the black
American? They did, but only in a negative sense. To preserve the American
way of life would entail keeping the black in his place. To guarantee good
government would refer to the maintenance of political control over blacks.
Whereas, coping with the vicissitudes of life would entail knowing and maintaining
a superior position relative to blacks. These basic values became institutionalized
12
in American society and were strongly perpetuated through the educating
process. The system was constantly challenged but change was slow in coming.
In the early 1900’s W. E.B. DuBois stated that ’’the problem of the twentieth
century would be the problem of the color line. A facet of this major issue
of black-white relations has been and continues to be that of racism in American
education.
Not even the words that 'all men are created equal', or the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights statement that 'all human beings are born free
and equal in dignity and rights', have been able to over-ride the racial prejudices
that continues to exist in this country. In 1968, President Johnson established
the President's Commission for the Observance of Human Rights Year, the
twentieth anniversary of the Universal Declaration, The Commission members
recognized that maintaining liberty does not depend upon legal enactments
alone. "Over the long term it is only through education that attitudes can be
1 8
changed, prejudices modified, and understanding developed. "
In this multi-cultural nation prejudices are rampant, and, the word
understanding is often a misnomer. Are attitudes being changed, and are
understanding relationships being developed? WTiat is the role of the formal
educational system in combating discrimination? How can the American
educating process be made more relevant for this multi-cultural nation?
13
The Instituting ot multi-cultural studies, that is, etlinic studies, into
the American schools is a necessity. American youth are ignorant of other
Americans. Many teachers are incapable of presenting an adequate perspective
on the totality ot the American culture. This country is not a melting pot. it
IS a pluralistic system and each group is begging to be seen and to be heard.
Only through continual projection and contact can one group learn of the other
group and attempt to understand them. What better place to accomplish such
aims than in the school system ?
A Definition of Black Studies.
One of the most recent means of attempting to combat racism has been
the implementation of ethnic studies; and, more specifically, the introduction of
black studies. What are black studies ? And, what value are they to the
American educational system ? Black studies reflect the totality of the black
experience beginning from an African origin and moving throughout world
history. Black studies act as a leverage for the uplifting of the black psyche
and the emergence of an on-going identity. They act as a springboard for
recognizing a new perspective relative to interpreting the American experience.
And, black studies is a change agent. It is a reality that has and will continue
to make Americans re-examine themselves and their relationship to each other
as human beings. The idea and the reality of the black experience is now flowing
14
through the entire c<Iuoationiil system, primary, secondary, and higher
education. It is a change factor which is causing positive and negative
repercussions throughout the educational system. If allowed to continue to
flow freely, and if presented adequately, black studies has the potential to help
create new avenues of human understanding, to open channels to hidden
knowledge, and to present challenges for research.
Prior to the late 19G0's, most Americans viewed blacks on the world
scene as only a part of the European colonial structure. Whereas, in the United
States, blacks were only a part of the slavocracy. Then, in the late 1960's black
youth demanded loiowledge of the black heritage. They demanded a new inter-
pretation of the black relationship to the American experience. At this moment
the contemporary black studies movement was born. An idea which had been
born and reborn many times in the minds and writings of black historians became
a reality. One is reminded of James W. C. Pennington, 1841, William C. Nell,
1852, and, Martin Delany, 1852. These historians were followed by such
greats as W. E.B. DuBois, Joel Rogers, Carter G. Woodson, John Wesley,
and Lorenzo Green. Finally an idea was acknowledged by America—by some,
out of pressure; by others, out of sincere belief and concern. Now that idea was
to be Implemented. How has It been implemented? How has the idea grown?
What have been the successes ? What have been the failures ? What is the state
of black studies programs in the 1970*s ?
15
M^hodolotyy and Limitations of the Study,
This study is concerned with the perpetuation of racism within the
American educational system; and, the implementation of black studies programs
to help combat this racism. Specifically, the study will deal with the implementa-
tion and evaluation of a black studies program in Springfield, Massachusetts.
It is a project-based dissertation primarily limited to the Springfield program
at Classical High School and will cover the academic years from September, 1969
through June, 1973.
The study will first briefly examine the historical influence of education
on the American way of life. The role played by the American educational
system in the perpetuation of racism will be defined by citing selected
discriminatory practices.
Second, following an historical review which presents the background
of black studies in general, emphasis will be put on an in-depth analysis of
the black studies program at Classical High School, in particular. For
orientation, a brief socio- historical review will be made of Springfield,
Massachusetts. The major part of the study will consist of an analysis of the
four year black studies program in which factors contributing to the development
of the program will be defined, examined, and compared for change.
Third, conclusions will be drawn by noting some of the major points
brought forward during the implementation stages and applying these points as
16
a basis lor evaluaiing ihc black studies program. In conjunction, a projection
Will be made as to the future of black studies programs.
The primary purpose of this study is specifically to analyze and evaluate
the Classical High School Black Studies Program, to order to accomplish this
it IS necessary to ex.amine historical data pertaining to racism in educational
policy which is directly relevant to the introduction and implementation of the
program. This study docs not purpose to document black studies programs in
general nor does it intend to present an exhaustive study on the history of
racism in American education.
In tune and through space man passes ideals and values to his descendants.
He perpetuates his culture. His reasoning, his actions, his acceptance of
changes, material and non-material, are underlined by his value orientation.
His choices for change are more often a result of the values of the culturally
conditioned group than a result of individual logic. In attempting change directed
at racial attitudes one must first look at man’s cultural background to study the
derivation and evolution of the essence of his beliefs and values. One must then
challenge man’s contemporary cultural content by seeking means of societal
change that will neutralize the implications of racial thinldng. It cannot be
denied that the black experience must become a real part of America’s cultural
heritage.
17
Conclusions.
Each society has a systena for initiating its members into a way of life.
This has also been true of the American socio-cultural system. Such action
gives meaning to an individual's existence. All people in the United States,
however, were not allowed to take part in the socialization process which
would enable them to enter the mainstream of American life. Blacks, from
this nation's inception, were denied a meaningful relationship to the national
culture and in conjunction had their own past negated. Denied entrance into
mainstream America, blacks were relegated to a subordinate position in the
society and became continual victims of racism. This practice is not easily
defined but is recognized in all aspects of American life including the educational
system.
That Amei lean education has been deeply implicated in the perpetuation
of racism cannot be denied. Black and white children are exposed to its
practices at an early age. The mythical basis of racism is continually
reinforced as a child ascends the spiral of education. Black challenge today
is concentrated on bringing about change within America's educational system.
There is the need to render education more relevant to black Americans, to
make all Americans more aware of black involvement in the development of
this nation, and to ease interaction between peoples of differing ethnic groups.
Such projected changes could help to eradicate racist policies within the
18
educationiil yystoin. This study examines moves made lor direeted ehuu^e in
educational policy through the implementation of a black studies
high school level.
program on the
In the past America's faith in its educational system has been profound.
Is it, however, in a position, to accept the necessary changes to prepare youth
for a multi-cultural, fast changing, technological society? Can America accept
changes that will demand a rethinking of a value system that has long negated
the other Americans ?
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CHAPTER II
THE AJVIERICAN EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM: POLICY AND RACISM
At the beginning of each school year a teacher is met by myriad students
with varying backgrounds, interests^ and problems. The teacher looks into
those faces that challenge an apparent early morning clamness—faces that ask
for understanding as opposed to those faces that say~l could kill you—to faces
of gaunt blankness hiding behind faces of exuberant excitement. These
expressions are reflections of today's student involvement in the contemporary
scene—involvement in problems once thought to be in the realm of the adult
world. Many of these problems of drugs, sex, family, alienation, race, bear
little resemblance to the average teacher's high school life. Many of these
teachers have little awareness of how to relate, for example, to the tenth
grader who in the modern sense of the word, is an experienced adult. Those
involved in the academic process today find themselves exposed to a much
broader spectrum of educational experiences. For education today, out of
the necessity to respond to a changing society reflects a wider application than
it has in the past. The objectives of education must now encompass concerns
not only within the classroom, but also must relate to the experiences within
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the home and the surrounding community.
American Faith in Education
The American faith in education has certainly been an on-going value.
It is that aspect of the American way of life that has rendered an individual
prepared to take part in the decision-making process and to gain material
success. In fact, until the recent past, faith in education has been profound.
It has been seen as the ingredient in the socialization process necessary to
ascend the ladder of success. Education was also naively seen as being the
solver of all social problems. Suddenly, however, educators began to realize
that the American educational system was not meeting the demands being
placed upon it. It was admitted that the system was limited to a prescribed
group within the total population and that it was not geared to solving the
problems of a fast moving technological society. "If the schools can't solve
these problems, then who can?"^ Henry J. Perkinson stated that "this question
rests on what I consider to be two basic assumptions of most Americans; first,
that all social problems are solvable; second, that the schools are the panacea
for all social problems. " He goes on to state that it is his contention "that
the American faith in the power of education has led all of us to make unwarranted,
O
unrealistic, and harmful demands upon it. " One of the greatest misconceptions
of educators was the early inability to realize and accept the importance of
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examining the changing socio-cultural patterns of this nation and to recognize
such influences on institutional change.
Americans have developed a complacency about their educational system
for at particular points in time the educating process was considered to be
adequate. Neglected, however, were the effects of change on a society.
Becoming stagnant in its content and in its approaches, the educational system
restricted itself to serving a prescribed group in the society, and in so doing-
rendered this group inadequate in dealing with social problems. After the Civil
War and into the early 1900’s, America was faced with mulLi pie problems
brought about by urbanization, industrialization, emancipation, and nationaliza-
tion. The schools failed to solve these problems as they did not change to meet
the changing needs of the society. Schools were not considered as agencies
for bringing about change.
Rather than bring ab jut a racially integreated
society, the schools reinforced segregation;
rather than educate people to cope with life in
the city, they accelerated the flight from the
city and aided in the spread of urban blight.
Prior to the 1950’s, those professionals who dominated the American academic
scene had seen little need for educational revision beyond meeting the needs
of the prescribed group.
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The schools had served the white middle-class
suburbanites well, and they in turn hoped to
secure future educational benevolence for their
childien. This smug satisfaction of those who
had the greatest amount of control over its
educational institutions gave little hope that
America would see^hat its schools were an
imix^rfect panacea.^
It was not until the early 1950 's that concerned educators in this country
began to carefully evaluate the direction of educational theory and its relation-
ship to social problems. In the 1960's the stage was set for the enactment of
directed change. The backdrop, however, was one of ignorance and ambi^lence
on the part of educational personnel and the student population, supported by
the stagnation and complacency of the American public.
The influence of the schools on American life continues to be a major
facet in the life of the majority of Americans. In times past people have turned
to education as one means to bring about change in their individual lives and
within society. Can schooling then be seen as an avenue through which major
changes can be projected which can have an effect on the greater portion of
the nation’s population?
Can American education, through formal schooling, now respond as an
agent to help reverse the trend of social problems that it has helped to per-
petuate ? If so, one such problem to challenge would be that of racism.
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Racism in American Education
In the introductory statement to the 1970 report Racism and Amur icn
Education. Kenneth Clark stated:
We agreed we weren't going to ask busy people
to give up a busy weekend to come to yet another
talk“fest in which the obvious was being belabored
and from which we would get the usual proceedings—
tired statements of what's wrong, guilt,
that what we really wanted was to see if it was
possible for a group of thoughtful people to come
up with a statement of action in the area of
education and American racism that would take
for granted what we all knew—a point of departure
rather than a restatement.^
Clark then reaffirmed the emphasis that must be put on the issue of race in
examining this nation's educational policy. "The fact that race is a s ignificant,
if not the significant factor in American education certainly no longer seems to
be debatable.
However, there are those persons who need additional orientation into
the depth of meaning underlying the preceeding statement. The academic
programming of blacks as opposed to whites will indicate significant factors.
Basically, there are two major avenues which have continually plagued the
black population in obtaining an adequate education within the American educating
process. The first problem has been unequal access to educational facilities,
buildings, personnel, and materials. The second channel has been the lack of
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the legitimate projection of the black experience within the classroom setting.
These two legacies of institutional racism are being challenged today.
Academic Programming of Blacks.
What Black Educators are Savins^
. Edwina c. Johnson, stated
that "the African decendants in America.
.
.
passed through three phases of
education in Amerlea-de-Africanization, dehumanization, and finally, an
Inferior caste status--. Social and political oblivion tor the black was
pronounced in his omission from the fine statements on the equality of men
presented in the Declaration of Independence in 1776. And, in 1787 he was
programmed for perpetual economic oblivion following the compromising dictates
of the Framers of the United States Constitution, which was to be the supreme
law of the land. For in this momentous document the black became a tool to
encourage and provide for economic development and to maintain national
cohesiveness. He was nothing but a commodity for economic gain and a political
symbol for taxation and representation. In a compromise he was considered as
three-fifth of a man rather than a man.
Human identity was denied to him! He was chattel to be shuttled through
the channels provided for national gain. He was an item of the Congress which
had the power "to regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among the
several states.
. . .
"^ The Congress was in a position to "use its commerce
P
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power to protect, promote, find encourage, as well as to restrict, restram
and prohibit. "10 Even in light of the 1802 slave restriction date. Congress'
attitude toward the peculiar instituion was one of protection, promotion, and
encouragement. Perpetual servitude became the norm for the maj ority of
blacks, and, hence, the black was immediately excluded from those to be
allowed a formal education. In particular circumstances some blacks were
educated, however, the lot of the average black was one of relegation to
servitude and ignorance. In many instances restrictive measures were taken
to prevent the education of blacks. In the 1800's Frederick Douglass eloquently
expressed the innermost feelings of a slave;
I suffered bodily as well as mentally. I had
neither sufficient time in which to eat, or to
sleep, except on Sundays. The overwork, and
the brutal chastisements of which I was the
victim, combined with that ever-gnawing and
soul devouring thought— 'I am a slave—a slave
for life—a slave with no rational ground to hope
for freedom'—rendered me a living embodiment
of mental and physical wretchedness. H
Then, too, Douglass expressed the hope of a slave,
. .
The thought of being only a creature of the
present and the past troubled me, and I longed
to have a future—a future with hope in it. To
be shut up entirely to the past and present is to
the soul, whose life and happiness is unceasing
progress, what the prison is to the body—
a
blight and a mildew, a hell of horrors,
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An education was sought by this slave as it was by niunerous other blacks.
Individual fortitude, abolitionists, missionaries, and even slave masters who
needed skilled tradesmen, added to the education of the slave and tree black
population. However, education, even to the tree black, did not necessarily
brmg social, political, or economic rewards. Blacks, in general, continued
to be relocated to a caste position in American society. Neither did the
Emancipation Proclamation nor the Reconstruction Amendments—freedom,
citizenship, voting rghts-life the black from a second-<!lass relationship to
the dominate population. "The black was educated to sen^e the white community
as an enslaved person or as a free man, to accept a role of a subordinate to
‘the white in every facet of his life.
In time tne black was deprived of his African heritage. Somewhere in
time he had become a Negro—a term which designated a particular position
within American society. To many Americans, black and white, the term Negro
became synonymous with slave.
. .
ignorance.
. . lowliness. The black's identity
became but a reflection of how he was viewed and interpreted by the dominant
group combined with a feeling of mortification, disappointment, and failure.
The self-idea has three principal elements".
. .
the imagination of our
appearance to the other person; the imagination of his judgement of that appearance,
and some sort of self-feeling, such as pride or m ortification. The overt reaction
of man}' whites toward most blacks has reflected immediate racial placement. Facial
expressions from whites—words—and pronounced adverse physical actions were
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sufficient to position many blacks. Continual humiliation and natation of oneself
as a person rendered great numbers of black people vulnerable. To them the
concepts of respect.
. . of positive thinkine, were not realities. The develop-
ment and projection of a negative self-image became a reality for these Black
Americans.
How has the contemporary American educational system contributed
to the process whereby a black child negates not only his past but also his self
image? What has been the role of this educational system in perpetuating the
basic tenets of racism ? In order to grasp the full m.eaning of this process,
specific historical incidents in which legal enactments have been passed to
abridge and curtail discrimination in American education can be cited. The
continual efforts to avoid the implementation of such legal moves emphasizes
the on-going discrim inatoiy policies.
The focal point of concern is the May 17, 1954 Supreme Court
desegregation decision in the Brown versus Board of Education in Topeka, in
which Chief Justice Earl Warren asked:
Does segregation of children in public schools
solely on the basis of race, even though the
physical facilities and other tangible factors
may be equal, deprive the children of the
minority gi’oup of equal educational opportunity?
We believe it does.
Chief Justice Warren further expressed the need for an education in order to
be successful in life. To be separated, however, in educational facilities,
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from other children, simply on the basis of race can generate "a feeling of
inferiority as to their status in the community that may affect their hearts and
minds in a way unlikely ever to be undone, This historic declaration
reaffirms
.
.
the primary purpose of the Fourteenth Amendment (which)
was to deprive the states of all power to perpetuate.
. . a caste system. "1'^
Furthermore, in its full context it is the statement which underlies the 1966
School Desegregation Guidelines to
-help achieve the required desegregation
of students, faculty, and facilities in the nation's schools. The theme of
desegreg-ation is reiterated in the recommendations made by the United States
Commission on Civil Rights. In this 1967, two volume report entitled Racial
Isohition in the Pub lic Schools
,
the nation is again reminded of the need to
provide equal educational opportunity for all children. The report describes
the detrimental effects of racial isolation. It then recommends that the
President and the Congress give immediate consideration to enact legislation
to remove racial imbalances from the public schools, thereby, bringing about
the needed integration for the benefit of deprived American children.
Regardless of these glorious statements the prejudicial feelings
harbored by many white Americans encouraged the perpetuation of discrimina-
tory practices. These practices have reflected institutional as well as
individual racism in the American educational system. In essence, these
policies have tended to relegate black youngsters to a subordinate position.
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Ihoro arc a number of {X)rvasive cxiimples which can be found throughout a
school system.
Educating Practices Perpetuating Racism
Examples of basic practices that have perpetuated racism in the
American educational system fall into the areas of student placement in class,
testing, and curriculum development. By student placement in class, reference
is being made to the tracking system in which individuals are grouped according
to ability. A student is assigned an official class having two numbers, a grade
and a grouping within the grade. Diane Horwltz discussed this practice in the
*’°**®‘- Tracking: Keeping Children in Their Place Horwitz viewed the
tracking system as a calculated scheme to perpetuate an unequal society.
Through this plan the school prepares students for specific roles. Society, in
turn, is assured of an on-going percentage of persons to fill designated roles,
such as, factory worker, serviceman, professional, or unemployed. In
conclusion, Horwitz stated: "The Category your child will be in is decided hv
the 'system* according to class and race !
In the same booklet Horwitz proceeds to discuss the aspect of testing.
Here again is an imposed system of student placement. Many educators are
becoming aware that national tests such as the IQ system is geared toward a
middle class background. According to Horwitz these tests do not consider the
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differing backgrounds of either black children or Spanish speaking children. 21
i22iMl£!li±l!ac^^ edited by Louis L. Knowles and Kenneth
Prewitt, also gives strong consideration to these two practices. They project
further, however, and add negative teacher attitudes towards black children as
being an additional factor luider which black students suffer. Knowles and
Prewitt considered those as overt factors which lead toward the sub-education
of black children. According to the writers the combined effect of these factors
bring about a gradual lessoning of a black child's self-esteem as he moves
through school. Furthermore, the degree of lowered self-esteem is directly
related to the child's socio-economic group. The ghetto child, sensing the
double stigma of blackness and poverty, projects the lowest feeling for self.
The end result is one of decreased academic ability primarily in the cognitive
skills.
Horwitz concluded that children are aware of how they are labeled in
school. Being grouped by ability can reinforce a sense of inferiority in some
children and can make other children feel superior. Furthennore, the chiid
that is labeled as slow at an early stage enters a vicious cycle that can eventually
reinforce a feeling of inferiority. The teacher sees the child as slow and
teaches less. The child, learning less, responds less. The teacher's earlier
evaluation is justified as the child does become a poor student.
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These pronoLineements of the effects of segrcgation-an agent of raeism-
as being harmful to an individuals psyche and in turn resulting in poor educational
performance are certainly not new. The 1954 Supreme Court decision was
related to previous Court studies and decisions each of which emphasized an
aspect of segregation interfering with academic performance. "The educational
detriment involved in racially constricting a students associations has already
been recognized by this court. "24 the case of Sweatt v. Painter, 339 United
States 629
, (1950), the Court ruled that the petitioner could claim "liis full
constitutional right; legal education equivalent to that offered by the State to
students of other races. Such educaticn is not available to him in a separate
law school as offered by the State. "25 Again, in the case of McLaurin v.
Oklahoma State Regents, 339
,
United States 637
, (1950), the Court ruled in
favor of the petitioner "requiring that a Negro admitted to a white graduate
school be treated like all other students, (in).
. .
his ability to study, to engage
in discussions and exchange with other students, and in general, to learn his
profession. "^5
Segregation policies in American education have had and continue to have
a detrimental effect on black students. Discriminatory practices not only can
deprive black youngsters of equal educational opportunity; but, also, can have
a direct effect on a child's self image.
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Demand For Change
.
This, then, is the system through which the majority of black children
have had to move in order to become academically educated. How has the black
child survived psychologically in an atmosphere so geared against black
achievement?
In addition, however, to examining the structural aspects of the
educational system to evaluate its effects on black children, an educator must
also consider the content material being filtered into a child. Basically, the
black child has been the focal point of a three-pronged attack. Through
segregation he has been physically isolated from his white peers who have
been given the opportunity to share freely in this on-going active society. He
has been psychologically oppressed by having been deprived of a positive class-
room atmosphere. And, the black child, by means of historical omission and
distortion has been separated from nis peoples’ cultural input and historical
participation which contributed to the development and growth of this nation.
Is there doubt why so many black youngsters have encountered and maintained
a sense of meaninglessness? Often expressed is the idea that for an individual
to fully understand himself and grasp self-direction it is vital that he know his
roots. For the majority of black youngsters in the United States such knowledge
was a luxury item. This need for loiowing oneself is well stated by James
Baldwin in The Fire Next Time. "Know whenee you come. If you know whence
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you came, there is really no limit to where you ean go. -27
Following the 1954 school desegregation decision educators were
forced to examine the inadequacy of the American educational process for the
majority of black children. Numerous conclusions were drawn indicating
problems such as those previously cited. Nevertheless, minimal moves were
implemented until overt pressure was put on the educational system. These
pressures were presented in the 1960's as black demands by students and
educators. The needs projected, however, were not newly devised within the
black academic community. In the past decades the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People and other social agencies fought for better
schools, higher salaries for teachers, and integrated classrooms. The
successes, however, were few. Furthermore, most of the moves for improved
educational facilities and change in policy were initiated by forces outside of
the black community. 28 At this point in time, however, sufficient political
and economic leverage had been gained by black people to exert pressure and
expect returns. "The 'improved' circumstances of contemporary blacks is
precisely the key variable in their present commitment to the renovation of
our educational sturucture.
One of the major demands, and, that which is the focus of this study.
was for the inclusion of the black man's cultural input and historical participa-
tion in the curricular material prescribed for students. Educators could not
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realistically deny this need. The argument that it would render school depart-
ments vulnerable to a multitude of similar demands had little basis. The
American educational system was long overdue in teaching the realitks of
human relations as a part of citizenship education. People had becane detached
cogs in endless machines. The time had arrived for academicians to consider
national needs for human understanding. The process of becoming more humane
is relative to an individual's capacity to accept his fellow man. And, to accept
each other each must know and understand the other. Ethnic studies is a need
of the present, and should be considered as a dominant factor in the desegregation
process? Otherwise, desegregation simply becomes.
the physical mixing of pupils from a variety of
ethnic backgrounds within one school without
changing the structure and content of the
educational program to reflect the presence of
different cultural groupings through the pro-
vision of systematic opportunities for the sharing
of these creative differences.^^
The rationale for the inclusion of the black experience in school
curricula was legitimate. The black man's on-going existence was continually
distorted and negated in school textbooks, and he was automatically projected
as a man without a past. The sense of being nothing compounded itself over
the years. Eventually many Americans fully believed that being black was
meaningless. This, then, was seen as a necessary area for directed change
for the building of a positive self-concept in black youngsters and for bringing
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about an awareness of black aceomplishment in all American children.
The traditional American classroom was the primary area in which to
initiate the desired change. In the classroom a child could not only be a direct
recipient of the revised information, but also would be in a setting in which the
change substance could be reinforced from year to year
America's intense faith in education was being seriously challenged.
It was not so much the solving of just any social problem. It was one that the
educational system had helped to perpetuate!
Conclusion.
The American faith in education has been profound. Recently, however,
educators began to realize that the American educational system was not meeting
the demands put upon it. Education had neglected the effects of a changing
society. Education had not only ignored the solving of social problems, it had
helped to perpetuate them. One dominant social trend—racism—has had a
detrimental effect on black youngsters. The continuation of discriminatory
policies, regardless of legal enactments to curtail them, has deprived the
black child of equal educational opportunity. Blacks have continually challenged
these practices. However, not until the black demands of the 1960's did
America begin to recognize the need for change and move for modifications
within academic institutions to benefit all students.
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CHAPTER III
BACKGROUND TO BLACK STUDIES
The ideals behind the American creed have been self-sustaining for the
majority of Americans. This has not been the case for the so-called minority
peoples. In order for these basic credos to become an inherent part of their
socialization, minority peoples have been forced to make demands on the
society at-large. They have been forced to challenge the controlling powers
for a rightful share in the rewards of the society. In the 1960's black Americans
made their moves with determination.
Following on the heels of violent black-white confrontation— the riots of
the 1960's change was inevitable. Many blacks were no longer willing to suffer
in quiet submission. The idea of black power was becoming a reality. And,
whites, in many instances, were being made aware of the black presence in
American society. For many blacks
,
whether violently or non-violently, the
move was a reaching for something that could not be explained. These blacks
were confronted by a reality that would not be defined for years to come. For
scMne, however, this challenge to American society had been expressed
succinctly by Mrs. Booker T. Washington. "We are not fighting any race, we
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are simply looking for our own. The first law of nature is Self-prcseiwation. "1
Hence, there was the desire to reclaim and perpetuate the history of black
people. Nowhere was this expressed need more evident than among the youth.
Contemporary moves to incorporate the black experience into school
programs were nationwide in the late 1960's. The area focused upon in this
study, Springfield, Massachusetts, is but one of numerous urban areas which
attempted to implement what is now called a black studies program.
However, prior to analyzing the development and implementation of
this specific program from September, 1969, through June, 1973, there are
four introductory questions to be explored. These questions are:
1.
What are black studies ?
2. How have school programs in the past dealt with
the black experience?
3. What were the major underlying implications to be
noted in attempting to introduce and implement a
black studies program ?
4. What characterized the black studies movement of
tke 196 0 's ?
The proceeding points will not be examined as exhaustive studies within
themselves, but only to the extent that they present a foundation for the intro-
duction of the Springfield program.
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An Interpretation of Black Studies
In attempting to define black studies and in rethinking the black man's
experience in America, Joel A. Rogers’ From 'Superman' to Man should be
contemplated. In tms book, Dixon, a fictional porter, is the embodiment of
black pride and historical awareness combined with the endpoint of America’s
subordination of blacks. Regardless of the pressures, psychological and
physical, somewhere in time the porter had educated himself on the black
experience, and, had found a channel through which he could impart this
Information to others. During the course of his travels, Dixon tells all about
the greatness of the black. This man carried so much more than the white
man's burden! At that time, the Wbrld War I era, Mr. Dixon was part of a long
line of black historians imbued with the desire and with the ability to project
the black man's accomplishments.
In time, blacks have been involved in science, economics, politics,
literature—the list is endless. Black studies reflects the varying and integral
relationship of the black experience with the academic disciplines. Such
combinations are indicative of the breadth of black studies. Black history, a
branch of black studies, appears to be the basic course. The study of the history
of the black not only reflects the steady evolvement of a peoples' life experiences,
but also emphasizes black peoples' cpntinual involvement within a specific
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discipline. Black history lays the foundation for black studies.
Faith in black history as a subject area, and developing a rationale and
methodology for its presentation, were not pioneer movements of the mid to
late 1960's. James W. C. Pennington's Textbook of the Origin and History of
^^Colpred People was published in 1841. A more extensive work by William C
Nell first appeared in 1852. This was entitled Services of Colored Americans
in
_
the Wars of 1776 and 1812. A revised edition was published in 1855, entitled:
.yhe Colored Patriots of the American Revolution with Sketches of Several
.Distinguis hed Colored Persons to which is Added a Brief Su.rwey of the Condition
^^j^^ospects of Colored Americans
. In his preface dated May 1851, Nell
stated:
There is now an institution of learning in the State
of New York, Central College, which recently
employed, as Professor of Belles Lettres, a young
Colored man, Charles L. Reason, and who, on
resigning his chair dropped his mantle gracefully
upon the shoulders of William G. Allen, another
Colored young man, as worthy of scholastic abilities
and gentlemanly deportment.
These men, as Teachers, especially in College open
to all, irrespective of accidental differences, are
doing a mighty work in uprooting prejudice. The
influences thus generated are already felt. Many a
young white man or woman who, in early life, has
imbibed wrong notions of the Colored man's in-
feriority, is taught a new lesson by the Colored
Professors at McGrawville; and they leave its
honored walls with thantegiving in their hearts
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for their conversion from Pro-Slavery Heathenism
to the Gospel of Christian Freedom; and are thus
prepared to go forth as Pioneers in the cause of
Human Brotherhood, ^
Can it be assumed that these young teachers taught something of Blac’' history
at that time ?
Martin R. Delany’s The Condition, Elevation. Emigration and Destiny
oUhe Colored People of the United States. Politically Considered
,
was published
in 1852. In the preface, Delany indicated his lengthy concern for the elevation
of 'colored' people. His hope was to interest others in this task through his
writings. Furthermore, it was his desire to make differing groups of Americans
better acquainted with each other. "Except the character of an individual is
known, there can be no just appreciation of his worth; and as with individuals, so
it is with classes.
The developing interest in the resurrection of the experiences of black
people was continual. In July 1909, James R. L. Diggs, then President of the
Virginia Theological Seminary and College of Lynchburg, wrote to William
E. B. DuBois expressing the need for the black to write a history of reconstruc-
tion. Diggs strongly recognized that previous treatment of this subject had
been most harmful to blacks.
We must get our views of that period before the
public. The series of works by southern writers
present our white brothers' side of the question
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but I do not find the proper credit given our peopietor what of good they really did in those tryingdays
.
^ ^
DuBols' reply, of course, was in the affirmative.
Black Reconstruction in America^ 1860-1880.
Subsequently, DuBois wrote
In 1915, this on-going process cubninated in the founding of the
Association for the Study of Negro Life and History, with its publication. The
Journal of Negro History, under the leadership of Carter G. Woodson. In
1922. the textbook. The Negro in our History, by Woodson in conjunction with
Charles H. Wesley appeared. The purpose of this writing was two-fold. First,
to show the influence of the black in the history of the United States
;
and. second
to provide schools with a necessary resource. 5 Woodson's writings along with
those of Wesley, Rogers, and others became well-known in the interests of
Black history and scholarship, particularly in the black colleges and segregated
prbnary and secondary schools in the South. Furthermore, in many individual
black families throughout the United States. Black history was a serious study.
Then suddenly, America, in general, in the late 1960's was awakened to the
fact that Black history was a reality.
The realization and adjustment had to be made that Black history was
the embodiment of man’s movement from an African origin 1. 75 million years
ago, through numerous migrations from this point of origin moving in time
from.
. . Egypt, Ethiopia, Kush.
. .
and, onward into Ghana, Mali, Songhai
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• • . Ashanti.
. , downward into slavery. Blacks encircled Iho worl.l. General
sakanouye Tamuramaro fought tor Ja,xrn. Alexander Sergovitch Pushkin wrote
for Russia and the Dumas family was the pride of France.
. . blacks invented.
Matseliger.
. . blacks performed.
. . Aldrich
. . . blacks peaceably appealed
. . . Douglass.
. . blacks violently rebelled.
. . Turner. The teats of blacks
are endless. This is the totality of Black history.
Black history is also American history. The interplay between blacks
and whites in the United States today had basis in the past. To take an opposing
stand would be foolhardy. And, yet. tor years, American educators and
historians in substantial numbers, overtly denied that the black experience had
even a minimal influence on the American scene.
The Black Experience as Depicted in American History Textbooks
"There is an aspect of school desegregation—practically buried in the
avalanch of protests, picketing, and lawsuits— that is of particular professional
Interest to educators: the treatment of Negroes in American history textbooks.
There have been a number of studies on the treatment of minorities, in
particular blacks, in secondary school textbooks. For example, there was a
comprehensive study entitled Intergroup Relations in Teaching Materials published
by the American Council on Education in 1949; followed by The Treatment of
Minorities in Secondary School Textbooks in 1961. In 1966, the American
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Federation of Teachers, American Federation ot Labor-Congress ot Industrial
Organization published the booklet, The Negro in Modern American Histor'/
This booklet was revised in October of 1968.
The general consensus of these studies was that the treatment of
minority groups in school social studies textbooks had been very largely
neglected. Inaccuracy, omission, and stated half-truths, described the manner
in which the school textbooks projected the black experience. In summarizing-
the findings, these studies indicated that the black's position in contemporary
American society was basically ignored. Generalizations were emphasized
rather than specific facts. For example, the 1954 Supreme Court decision was
presented as an occurrence, but without any consideration for the basis of the
action, or an explanation of attempts at compliance and evasion. Furthermore,
little information was presented on the achievements of contemporary black
Americans. In general, the blacks were presented as the stereotyped people
of slavery and reconstruction. In addition, most textbook illustrations
continued to portray an all-white America.^
In examining the role of historians in the negation of the black experience,
I. A. Newby, in his study, Jim Crow's Defense; Anti-Negro Thought in
America, 1900-1930
.
stated that scientific racism had a direct effect on
historians. Scientific theory proving racial inferiority was not completely
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understood by the layman. Therefore. In order to project their anti-Negro
ideas, racists needed a supplement to science. What better way to prove blacl;
inferiority than through ".
. . rationalisation of historical developments that
produced that inferiority. "
That history was used and abused by racists was
the fault of disinterested scholars as well as
designing racists. The one was careless; the
other sought respectable authority for racial
prejudice. ^
In accord with other writers, Newby stated that "Concerning the Negro the sin
of most historians was one of omission rather than commission. More often than
not they expressed their disregard for the race by exactly that-disregarding it
altogether. The third edition of Sloan's study, The Negro in Modern American
History Textbooks
,
listed specific areas in American history which could be
developed in order to bring about clarification of the positive role played by
blacks in helping to build the United States. Sloan listed the major areas which
had been om itted from the textbooks as follows
:
1. That the Negroes who first arrived in English America
came as indentured servants.
2. That slavery as an institution was degrading to masters
and slave alike.
3. That the abolition movement was not just a white
movement.
4. That Negroes made significant contributions to the
wars fought by the United States.
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5. That between Reconstruction and the 1954 Supreme
Court decision, the American Negro did not
’disappear'.
6. That the Civil Rights movement should not be
explained only in the light of this 1954 decision and
the 1964 Civil Rights Act.^^
Generalizations can be misleading, to the extent that inference will be
made that all textbooks lack material relative to the black experience. The
inclusion or omission of Black history can be examined as if on a continuum.
The primary fact, however, is that in the past there has not been sufficient
historical data included in any one textbook. And, therefore, it has been
necessary to make use of supplementary materials in placing the black
experience in its proper perspective throughout American history.
However, in the 1972 edition of The Negro in Modern American History
Textboolcs
,
the editors expressed much positiveness in regards to the revision
of the mentioned textbooks. In this publication they praised the changes that
have been made in the majority of American history textbooks. Furthermore,
they emphasized the attention given to black Americans in comparison to the
data presented on other minority groups. Perhaps the editors' major
question was relative to the actual placement of the black experience within the
various textbooks. Even though most texts, as mentioned, have Integrated
the black experience into American history, the data is lumped into particular
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historical pcricda. The black preaenee Is not portrayed as an integral part
Of the every day ,i:e in America. Thus, it was possible to read some tw„-
hundred pages without a black reference.
’segregated' sections. 12
The references are packed into
lence
The major concern now is whether or not and how the black expert
is being projected in the classroom. The materia, is available, b the teacher
using it in the classroom? In the late 1960-s what were the major implications
When moves were made to introduce this particular chat^e into the traditional
American classroom ?
Implications to the Introduction of Black Studio.q
Purposive action, to bring about the inclusion of the black experience into
courses of study in American classrooms, implied other changes in major areas
of traditional American thought. Basically, this was to be a blunt, deliberate
change to be implemented immediately. In fact, the underlying slogan was NOW!
The change substance-black studles-carried by a change agent-an educator-
radiated emotional overtones of high concern to the majority of white Americans.
This demand for change was to be a challenge against the very grain of the
traditional value system of the average white American, Emphasized would be
the racial struggle versus the American ideals of equality and freedom within
a home. There would be continual ambiguity between the school lesson and the
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home explanation. In such instances, however, many homes would
rare moments of rehumanization and fulfillment."^^
"experience
Of even greater concern, however, was the issue of power. There
would be a power struggle both academically and economically. Who was to
teach black studies ? And, who was to hire the teachers ? The black studies
movement was to have far-reaching effects, both positive and negative, on the
American educational system. Was the effect in the late 1960's, however, so
great that it could be referred to as racism in reverse ? For America to
listen, it had been necessary to speak out clearly and determined in order to
bring about change.
Thus, the victims of a culture of oppression must
always speak out—clearly, creatively, and with
unmistakable candor— if human possibilities are
to be extended, if the lives of all are to find their
due fulfillment.^'^
A Nationwide Movement
The late Dr. Martin Luther King used to emphasize
the irresistibility of an idea when its time has come.
This has come to be seen as true, perhaps for some
significant ill as well as for some substantial good
in the case of black or Afro-American studies.
Black educators were talking, and what black educators were saying
was being heard. Why teach black studies? Nathan Wright, in his book
entitled. What Black Educators are Saying-, spoke of a search for truth which
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has led to the black Americans, and, an awareness of the roles played by them
in practically every facet of American life. Deprived of mainstream America,
these bl-cultural black Americans developed a sensitivity to America in order
to survive. In their existence they had developed new insight on American
life. 16
Black studies can be of value to both whites and blacks. In the white
community black studies can offer a new perspective on American life; and,
can bring added enrichment to this nation's heritage. To black youngsters.
black studies offers much-needed pride. The latter statement is most
explicitly expressed by Raymond Giles in his study entitled Black and Ethnic
Studies Programs at Public Schools
. Giles stated the following:
Black studies.
. , have been suggested as a way to
improve the self-im age of black children, to instill
ethnic pride, to develop black concepts and con-
sciousness and to prepare black children for service
to the black community. Black studies is seen as a
technique which could enable black children to
compete more effectively with white children by
instilling a sense of confidence based on pride and
dignity in being black. 16
The incorporation of these ideals into meaningful action took root "more
than a decade ago at those lunch counters and deserted bus stops where black
people finally rose in rebellion against nearly three and a half centuries of
second-class citizenship. "1^ While southern schools were fighting to mamtain
their segregation policies, Northern schools began to sympathize strongly with
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the Civil Rights Movement. In so doing they were not long in reeognir.ing the
"inconsistencies between their libertarian beliefs and their lily-white student
bodies. "20 Immediately the moves were on for black student recruitment.
Academic institutions literally wooed blacks to their doors. The desires, or
at times guilt feelings, to integrate and give blacks half-a-chance educationally,
were, however, only nominal. The black student was moved in as a body, not
as a people with an identity supported by a definable and recognized culture.
Once settled in these colleges and universities, the students quickly realized
the lack of black Identity projection. The American literature of Michael
Wigglesworth and J. D. Salinger ignored the works of Lawrence Dunbar tind
James Bladwin, Paul Whiteman became the originator of Jazz. No attention
was paid to Lorraine llansberry's Raisin in the Sun , but instead, the students
met with Topsy, Uncle Remus and the docile darkies of Green Pcastures
.
21
Black students were being deprived of their blackness!
Stripped of their identities as black people and
forced into a curriculum that denied their heritage
by an unconscious conspiracy of silence, black
students found themselves completely, irreconcilably
alienated within the ivy-covered confines of the
white universities. 22
It was not long before blacks began to demand changes in institutional
policies to benefit their academic and psychological needs. Using tactics of
the early 1960 Civil Rights Movement—boycotts, sit-in's, lie-in's—black
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students called, for instance, for more black professors, scholai’ships,
revised admission standards, and, in particular, the establishment of black
studies programs. There was a surge of black student militancy. Racial
disturbances erupted in many academic institutions. Campus after campus
suddenly recognized the presence of, for example, a Black Student Union, the
United Black Students, or the Soul Students’ Advisory Council,
The reactions from the academic institutions varied. Some, to avoid
trouble immediately instituted black studies courses. Other schools hesitated,
questionning the scholarly rewards of such studies. Eventually, however,
frustration on the part of educators, combined with political and economic fears
of administrators, culminated in overwhelming compliance with the black
student's major demand. The contemporary black studies movement had
become a reality. This academic ideal spread and quickly filtered into the
nation’s secondary and elementary schools.
In April, 1969 in step with the mov^ement, black students—and a few
concerned white students—^met with the Acting Supervisor of Social Studies
of the Springfield School System, Springfield, Massachusetts. They requested
the instituting of a black studies program into the city's four high schools. The
request was reviewed and accepted by the school committee. It was to be
implemented in September 1969. Since this inception date the Springfield
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black studies program has gone through a series of successes and failures.
A case study of this program, in particular at Classical High School, is
presented in the following sections of this paper.
Conclusions
In the late 1960 ’s, black student demands rocked academic institutions.
This cry for change ushered in the contemporary black studies movement. The
idea was new to America per se but not to many blacks. Moves to project the
black experience took root in this country long before 1960. This had been an
on-going interest of early black historians. However, regardless of the work
of these historians, blacks were denied a true place in American textbooks.
Until the last few years, school bool<s have stereotyped blacks as the docile
people of the s lav oc racy or the corrupt politicians of the reconstruction period.
The demand for the incorporation of the black experience into school
programs was to have an effect on blacks and whites. For most blacks, it was
an acceptable positive action, whereas, for whites, it would entail a personal
reassessment of the traditional American value system. For both groups,
black studies would help to present a new interpretation of the American
heritage.
Perhaps the major thought continually borne in mind during the
implementation and the development of the Springfield black studies program
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was— "The fact is my friend, we are opening a new account with the American
people and with the whole human family.
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CHAPTER IV
THE INTRODUCTION OF A BLACK STUDIES PROGRAM IN
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
A central theme developed by John Dewey was that 'education be used
as a lever of change'. Dewey's philosophy, relative to the practical application
of education, permeated educational institutions. As a pioneer In Innovation in
the educational process, he influenced the academic programming of many of
today s educators. This effect can be perceived as educators design, develop,
and implement programs to bring about change in the process of education that
will have an effect on educational institutions. ^
There is no question that the innovative programs
have had as their objective to prepare young people
to learn more about the world around them, to make
learning more pleasurable and to acquire a skill
which will make them more able to function effectively
in their environment.
Black studies w'as considered as an innovation. How effective has this educational
activity been in terms of performing as a change agent for the betterment of
today's students ?
A detailed study of the major characteristics of a black studies program
would be of considerable value in beginning to evaluate the effectiveness of the
black studies movement. To accomplish the task, an educator should be in a
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position to earotnlly assess the details ot a progra,n
.
sueh as goals, student
interest, teacher involvement, administrative input, social climate, and
curriculum. Ftrrthermore. an investigation ot what characterised the instructional
process as well as the interplay between students and teachers would bo
necessary. That is, what happened in the classroom?
This study is an attempt to present the develofment of a black studies
program, including introduction, implementation, and, an evaluation of its
effectiveness, on the high school level in Springfield, Ivlassachusetts. The
assessment of this particular program at Classical High School, could be of
value not only to Springfield educators, but also to other educators involved in
the implementation and evaluation of black studies programs.
Format for the Examination of a Black Studies Program
In order to critically study the Springfield program, it is first necessary
to describe its format.
The introduction consisted of three components. First, the initial moves
made by concerned students for a black studies program; second, the assumptions
made by administrative personnel as to the rationale underlying a black studies
program; and, third, the assumptions made by the teacher about the need for
the newly instituted black studies program.
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Implementation of the Springfield black studies program was divid.d into
the September to June academic years; 1969- 1970
, 1970-1971, 1971-1972, 1972-
1973. Each successive year was designated as a phase of the total progr;™.
Over the tour years, selected factors contributed to the development of the
black studies program. The particular factors which had an apparent influence
on the program were: goals, curricular design, students, social climate, and,
to an extent, school personnel. The interplay between these characterizing
program details, and the effect each item had on the development of the program
varied from year to year.
In summary, the examination of the black studies program at Classical
High School was facilitated by first, the selection of the items—goals, curricular
design, students, social climate, and, to an extent, school personnel— which
appeared to influence the development of the total prograjn
;
and
,
second, the
noting of change in these contributing- factors over the four year period.
However, prior to presenting the introduction of the black studies program,
it is necessary to discuss the environment of the Springfield community into
which the black studies program was initiated, since it has been indicated by
some educators that a student's need for black studies programs may vary
relative to the environment in which he lives. For example, is there a need
for basic knowledge or for the building of self image ? Is there a need by the
student body for both of these ends ? Or, are the students moving into action
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for liberation? A bhiek child's need for black studies mij-ht differ from a white
child's need. Then, too, an all black class may demand a different approach to
studying the black experience than a mixed black-white class. And, surburban
blacks may request quite a different exposure to the black experience in com-
parison to urban blacks. In the study. Black and Ethnic Programs at Public
Schools; Elementary and Secondary
. Raymond Giles stated;
... in order to clarify the purposes of a black
studies program the characteristics and needs of
the students for whom the program is designed
must be identified and used as rationale for the
course objectives.
The development of the course content and the
related learning activities will vary from school
to school and among classes within schools. ^
Do the specific needs expressed by students enrolled in black studies
courses reflect what the env it y^i*ment ii:ib donic-d them? Heretofore, the black
child, in many instances, has been denied knowledge of his past and respect
for his self. Was this the case in Springfield? Did the environment of the
Springfield community affect the developing black studies program?
Socio-H istorical Analysis of Springfield
According to the United States Bureau of Census, Springfield, Massa-
chusetts, is a "central city of the Springfield-Chicopee-Holyoke Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Area. In April 1970, the Springfield population
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consisted of 163, 886 persons. Blacks represented 12. 6 per cent of the total
population, whereas whites represented 87. 2 per cent. The foreign stock was
estimated at 32. 4 per cent and consisted most heavily of persons from Canada
and Italy. About 30. 3 per cent of the population reported speaking a language
other than English in the home when they were children. Those foreign languages
most often spoken were French and Italian. "Of the population 25 years old
and over in Springfield, 25. 6 per cent had a grade school education or less,
50. 7 per cent were high school graduates including 15. 8 per cent who had
completed some years of college.
The total labor force, civilian and Armed Forces, in Springfield
consisted of 58. 4 per cent of persons 16 years old and over. Blacks made up
10.5 per cent of the total labor force. The civilian unemployment rat<! in
Springfield in April 1970 was 4. 8 per cent, however, for blacks the rate was
9. 1 per cent. The major occupational fields in the city were clerical and related
areas, operatives, and service workers outside of private households. In 1969
the median family income in Springfield was $9,609, however, for blacks the
median income was $6,905. Relative to this comparison, was the fact that
blacks comprised 25.9 per cent of persons below the poverty level income
estimated in the 1970 census report as $1, 800 for unrelated individuals in the
city.
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A final item of importance in examining the structural aspects of
Springfield is that of residence patterns (see Table 1). The census study indicated
that blacks were most heavily concentratcxi in five contingent census tracts and
in one outlying housing project area. The inner city areas are designated as
planning districts McKnight Bay, Upper and Old Hill, and Maple Hill (see Figure
1). The first two of these areas are subdivided into census tracts which showed
black concentrations of 58. 1 per cent, 57. 2 per cent, 38. 3 per cent, and 70. 8
per cent. Maple Hill showed a black concentration of 21. 4 per cent. The out-
lying Brightwood Housing Project indicated a black population of 23.8 per cent.
Blacks were moving into other areas of Springfield, however, not readily. These
areas, consisting of twenty-seven census tracts, indicated black concentrations
of 0. 1 to 9. 6 per cent.
Springfield can be viewed as being a multi-ethnic community of which
blacks are a sizeable minority. At least half of the persons 25 years old and
over have a high school education. Economically, however, many blacks have
been at a disadvantage. 1969 figures showed a difference of $2,704 in median
income from that of whites. Furthermore, one-fourth of the poverty level
persons were blacks. And, finally, housing information suggested long existing
patterns of restricted residence. At this point, a brief historical overview of
Springfield and the early involvement of blacks would help to understand the
contemporary black-white relationship.
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S|>ringfiel(l, situated at the junction of the Agawam and Connoclieut
Rivers, was founded in 1636 by William Pynehon and six other men from Hoxbury.
The land, consisting of what is now Agawam, West Springfield, Longmeadow
and Springfield, was purchased from the Indians as a trading and fur-collecting
post, incorporated in 1641, the town was named Springfield after Pynehon's
birthplace in England.^
By 1852, Springfield had 14.000 inhabitants and was called the tofant
City. With Court Square as the center, the city itself consisted of several
individual villages. One section was the armory grounds; another the watershops
on Mill River. The Springfield Armory was termed as 'lion' of the town and
was continually displayed to visitors. ^
What was the position of the black in these early days of Springfield?
According to the Hampden County historical study,
The negro in Springfield goes far back into the
dusty pages of history. There were negro slaves
in this city as early as 1680, not long after William
Pynehon and his followers came. Slavery at that
time was still in its infant stage in America, but
was a recognized institution in the North as well as
in the South. It was not until 1808 that the last
Springfield slave was purchased and freed by local
c itizens
.
®
In those early days, the state of the black was basically one of servitude. For
at that time, Pynehon "hired out his colored 'maid Elixabeth' to Samuel Ely,
9for two years"
. . .
and, 'Mr. Breck left at his death a negro slave named
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Pompey. ”10 One also hears of Mr. Dwight who "was
of one African. ”H And, when inventory was taken of
note was made of.
a slaveholder to the extent
Mr. Pynchon's estate,
. . .
two negro slaves, a man and a maid. Tom the
man servant, lived to a good old age, and at his death
the simple record of his outfit was-'A parcel of old
clothing of black Tom, negro, ten shillings.' The
digging of Tom's grave cost three pence, and while
there were no troopers to attend the last rites, the
servants and slaves on the Pynchon estate were given
one quart of rum to drink to old Tom's memory. ^
It is said that slavery in Springfield faded, yet ended dramatically, jenny, a
fugitive slave, was claimed by her owner in 1808. Having become known in
the area, concerned Springfield citizens purchased her freedom for one-hundred
dollars rather than see her returned to bondage. Later Jenny and her husband
Jack became famous through the development of a fine grade spruce beer. As
mentioned, however, the black situation was one of servitude, in which the black
individual was called by only a first name—Jack, Jenny, black Tom, Pompey,
or 'maid Elizabeth' and, it was one of seeking settlement in a selected area
in the city.
In the 1800 's Springfield was a station on the Underground Railroad. With
this development, black history in Springfield takes on a new meaning. Con-
ductors on the Railroad hid fugitives incellers, attics, deep holes, or in
Samuel Osgood's little back room called "the prophet's chamber. Also,
G9
heavily involved In this hunuinitarian movement was St. John's Congregational
Chureh which is still standing on Hancoek Street. "About 1840 a few of the
fugitives, finding friends among the whites, decided to run the risk of being
caught and settled here in Springfield. "14 Very soon the black population became
sufficient to start the Colored African Congregational Church.
Spring-field also has the distinction of having been the home of John Brown
for a short period of time. Brown arrived in Springfield in 1846 where he
planned much of the Harper's Ferry insurrection. He and his son, John Brown,
Jr.
,
attended the African Church in the city. It was then that Brown met
Thomas Thomas who had organized the Springfield Gileadites, a group of blacks
who assisted fugitive slaves. Thomas also opened an eating place near the site
of the present Bijou Theater and ran it until his death in 1895. He and his
associates were close acquaintances of Frederick Douglass.
Another well-known black at this time was Primus Mason whose
descendants reside in Springfield today. Mason went west during the gold rush,
accumulated a small fortune, and later contributed land and monies for Spring-
field Home for Aged Men on Walnut Street. An influx of blacks following the
Civil War brought Henry Clay, a veteran of the War. Clay established a
furniture business on Worthington Street and took residence on Hancock Street.
In Springfield's early history, blacks were relegated to residence in
selected areas in the city. In time, this became the norm. Blacks lived in
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groups in the Willow Street area, Hancock Street and Eastern Avenue. At that
time, too, there was a tendency to move toward the North end.
The acute problem to be faced was the renting of
homes to these people. However, the prejudice
which has operated so long and so keenly against
colored tenants served as an incentive to the
possession of homes among them.^^
Shortly before World War I, there were about three thousand black
people, a total of seven hundred families, in Springfield whose assessed value
of real estate was estimated at a half million dollars. At this time, too, blacks
had begun to move into skilled labor and the professions.
In 1882, there were three black churches in Springfield: the Sanford
Street Congregational Church, the Lawrence Street Methodist Church, and the
Pilgrim Baptist Church. Other than the churches, howe\’-er, a number of other
black organizations were founded in Springfield. Among them was a branch of
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, the Dunbar
Community Center, and the Camp Atwater summer program. The oldest
organization, founded in 1864, was the Springfield Mutual Beneficial Association.
Other earlier organizations were the Sumner Lodge of Free and Accepted
Masons, 1866; and the Golden Chain Lodge of Odd Fellows, 1873. In the next
several years came such groups as the Elks Lodge, the Knights of Pythias,
the Good Samaritans, and the Galilean Fishermen.
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Outstanding in Springfield history was Dr. Williams N. DeBerry, pastor
of St. James Congregational Church for t\venty-five years. Dr. DeBerry was
associated with the workings of several of the above organizations. Today,
Springfield s DeBerry Elementary School stands in his honor. DeBerry School,
however, is also a sad reminder of the growth of one of Springfield's major
educational problems: racial imbalance in five of the elementary public schools.
Education in Springfield
As Springfield developed, its educational system took shape. Today the
public school system consists of thirty-sLx elementary schools, seven junior
high schools, and four senior high schools. The four high schools are designated
as Classical, Technical, Commerce, and Trade, the name of each suggesting
its major orientation. Each school within itself has a comprehensive
curriculum. James Conant, former president of Haiward University, has outlined
"the important characteristics of a satisfactory high school which is widely
1
7
comprehensive. "
These are: first, to provide a general education
for all the future citizens; second to provide good
elective programs for those who wish to use their
acquired skills immediately after graduation;
third, to provide satisfactory programs for those
whose vocations will depend on their subsequent
education in a college or a university.
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Conant further states that
-a goexi counseling system.
. . is basic to the
organization of a satisfactory widely comprehensive high school. "19 it would
seem that these are the basic aims of each of Springfield's high schools.
The student racial breakdown for the academic years. October 1969
through September 1972. has varied at the four schools (see Table 2). A nmnber
of conclusions can be drawn from this information. First, the over-all student
population stabilized over the four years. However, the non-white population
has gradually increased, whereas the white population has gradually decreased.
And, within the total student body there is an indication of variation in the
dispersion of the two racial groups over this time period. The number of non-
white students at the basically college oriented schools. Classical and Technical,
IS steadily increasing-. Many black students when questioned on school enroll-
ment, stated that in the past some junior high school counselors did not encourage
them to apply for college preparatory placement, but rather to enter a trade.
Another trend indicated is the decline in white students at Technical
and the increase in number at Classical. The non-white population level at
Trade has remained relatively stable. This is also true of the white student
body. At Commerce, the total population is holding stable. Within this total,
the non-white population has gradually increased, whereas the white population
has been relatively stable. Commerce can be viewed as a school for those
students who will not go on to college. It gives those students the necessary
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skills to enter Springfield's major areas of employment upon graduation from
high school.
The latter information gives some insight into the environment In which
the black studies program was introduced.
With the surge for black studies mounting throughout the United States,
concerned black and white students from all of Springfield's high schools
requested a black studies program in April 1969. These students could easily
substantiate the need for a black studies program in the Springfield School
Sys tern.
The participating students were well aware that most Springfield blacks
lived within isolated areas in the city. Furthermore, many of them realized
that this residence pattern had resulted in de facto segregation in the elementary
and junior high schools. And, they were well aware of the large number of
black youngsters in the lower tracks of the junior high schools. That a sub-
stantial number of blacks subsisted below the poverty level, and that the majority
had menial employment was also a reality. The need for a black studies program
for Springfield was not too difficult to rationalize. There was the immediate
need to uplift self-image in many black youngsters in the schools and in the
black community. In addition, there was the need to make the total Springfield
community more aware of black involvement in the total American experience.
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A Black Studies Proposal
In early 1969. a meeting was held which included members of the Youth
Branch of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, the
Springfield School System, and other students concerned about introducing a
black studies program at the high school level. l„ retrospect a ,articl,rating
student stated:
We discussed the need for a course in Afro-American
History. The discussion, as well as could be remem-
bered, was formed around the fact that American
History, as then taught in the system, was discrimina-
tory and not truly factual. The elimination of our
people from their rightful acknowledgments was
definitely biased.
The time was directed not to what the curriculum
should be, nor to who should teach it, but at the
reasons for such a course.
The community was entangled with or in, the Civil
Rights movement; therefore, the installation of courses
in Black Studies were emerging quickly in most cities.
Spi ingfield, as 1 saw it, had little choice but to begin
the program, to expand its curriculum in the direction
of Afro-American History. ^0
The next meeting was held in the office of the Acting Supervisor of Social Studies
of the Springfield School Department. At this time, the Acting Supervisor with
the assistance of students from Classical, Technical, and Commerce, drew up
a rationale and a tentative outline for a course of study. These two aspects of
the introduced programs are presented here in full, as they express the precise
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ideas of the participating students who initiated the program. It was their ideas
which were used as a base when the program was implemented at Classical
and Technical in the Fall of 1969. The rationale stated the following:
For generations it has been a tradition in American
education, both in our public schools and in our
colleges, to focus the presentation of history prl-
mjiorily on Western ciWlization. Vast areas of the
world, particularly Africa and Asia, were thus
largely ignored except as expanding European and
American nations made mostly exploitive contact
with them in relatively recent times. This ignorance
of man's achievements in areas beyond the mainstream
of western civilization must be corrected.
Particuarly now, as our country struggles with deep
racial conflict, we urgently need more awareness of
the history and heritage of all our citizens. To those
who ask why our schools should single out those of
African descent for special consideration, it may be
suggested that they are the major ethnic group whose
heritage has been most neglected. Those of our citizens
who trace their origin to European nations have long
been made aware, either in their homes or in their
public or private education, of the achievements of
their old world homelands.
This sense of heritage has been denied to Americans of
African descent. We must take steps now, in the name
of historical accuracy as well as of social justice, to
present a more complete record. Black and white
Americans alilce must learn of the golden age of Black
African civilizations and of the African people's rich
divers ity of culture, artistry, and technical skills. We
must also give proper coverage to the contributions
of Afro-American scientists, explorers, soldiers,
artists, inventors, political leaders, and writers to the
development of the United States.
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Some may sensibly argue that while improved in-
struction about Afro-American history and heritage
is indeed necessary and praiseworthy, this goal is
more ideally achieved through the introduction of
this information into the existing K-12 curriculum
To these we may answer that the two methods are”
not mutually exclusive. While the slower and in the
long run probably preferable K-12 approach is taking
effect, this proposed course will offer those presently
in our senior high schools an opportunity to bridae
their loiowledge gap now.
The projected, one semester course of study appeared as follows:
t* Overview of African geography
A. Identification of the more prevalent myths
B. Description of African diversity
1. Climate and land formations
2. Natural resources
3. Human resources
1 1. Human development in Africa
A. Dr. Leakey’s hypothesis
B. African civilizations
1. Early
a. Axum and Kush
b. Egypt
c. Ethiopia
2. Western empires
a. Ghana
b. Mali
c. Songhay
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C. Primitive societies
1. Diversity (compare with primitive societies on other
continents).
2. Arts and technology
3. Political, social and economic systems
III. The slave trade
A. Contrast of ancient and 18th-19th century slavery
B. African slave trade
lo The economics of the trade
2, The infamous Middle Passage
3. Prohibition in the 19th century
IV. History of Slavery in the United States
A. Slavery in the early colonies
lo Contrast between northern, middle and southern experience
2. Prohibition laws in 18th century
B. Slavery in the South (1800-1865)
1, The econcxnic basis
2, The moral problem
3, The myths of racial inferiority
C. The abolition movement
V. Contributions of individual Afro-Americans to the development of the
United States
This section will include brief biographical sketches of Afro-American
military heroes, poets, artists, explorers, abolitionist leaders,
inventors, doctors, athletes, teachers, and statesmen.
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Afj:P~^^t3n^;in pol iUcal cxporionco since Iho Civil W.ir
A. Reconstruction period
B. Civil rights legislative battles
C. Contemporary civil rights organizations and leaders.
^ressions of Selected Springfield School Department Administrative
Personnel on Introduction of Black Studies ProgranT
To aid in the reconstruction of the initial planning stage prior to the
arrival of the black studies teachers, selected members of the Springfield
School Department adm mistrative staff were requested to fill out a questionnaire.
The questionnaire was given to those persons who appeared to have been involved
directly in the planning, and who would continue to be involved during implementa-
tion. Those from whom information was collected held positions in September
1969 of; Acting Social Studies Supervisor, Director of School-Community
Relations, Teacher Recruiter, newly hired Social Studies Supervisor, and a high
school principal. The questionnaire was given in an attempt not only to assess
the climate of opinion within the specific school departments involved in this
planning, but also to help obtain an evaluation of the total black studies program.
The questionnaire was introduced as follows;
The following questions relate directly to the
early development and to a present evaluation of
the Springfield high schools* Black Studies Program
which was initiated in 1969.
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The collated information will be used by the inter-
preter to supplement the evaluation of the implementa-
tion of the Black Studies Program at Classical High
School in particular. Impressions prior to actual
program implementation would be of value in
discussing the over—all program.
The first section of the questionnaire was as follows:
1. When did you decide that there was a need for a
black studies program in the Springfield high
schools ?
a. prior to the 1960 's
b. the early to m id 1960's
c. the late 1960 's
2o At that time why did you think that there was a
need for a black studies program ?
3. At that time what did you assume the goals for
a black studies program should be?
4. What effects did the student demands of 1969 for
a black studies program have on your activities
in helping to develop such a program ?
5. At that time what did you consider would be the
major problems encountered in implementing a
black studies program ? (Check all if applicable.)
a. lack of trained teachers
b. preferential hiring of non-qualified black teachers
c. resentment from other teachers relative to b
d. white student resentment to program
e. black/white student negative encounters
f. lack of teaching resources
g. other
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in responding to the questionnaire (see Table 3) al, persons, exeept
Teaeher Recruiter, recognized the need tor the program in the lOGO's and related
this response directly to the emission of the black experience from historical
materials. Furthermore, the etfeet of the student demands was considered to
be a most active catalyst in promoting the development of the program. The
responding group agreed with the high school students that one of the goals was
for historical correction, thereby bringing about the Inclusion of the black
experience in American history. It was also expected that the black studies
program would help to improve understa..ai,io mnong the racial groups in order
to bring about changes in attitudes and behavior; and, to hcip improve black self-
image. In conclusion, it would bring- about "an expansion and enrichment of
social studies offerings.
our
The administrative staff also expected problems in implementing the
newly devised program. These problems encompassed teaching staff, resources
and attitudes. The availability of trained teachers and of teaching materials was
questioned. Furthemore, that the teacher shortage might lead to preferential
hiring of non-trained blacks was anticipated.
One respondent felt that there might be resentment from the white
community per se upon incorporation of the black studies courses into the
schools' existing curriculum. In addition, resentment from white teachers and
black/white student negative encounters might be expected. Lastly, a problem
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which has certainly proven itself-that o£ fading student interest in the program-
was anticipated.
Once the foundation was laid, the Teacher Recruitment Office very readily
hired hvo teachers to implement the black studies program at the four high
schools. Each teacher was contracted as a floating teacher whose task was to
give part-time service to two schools, depending upon the number of classes at
each school. One teacher was assigned to Classical and Technical; the other, to
Trade and Comm erce.
The teacher assigned to Classical and Technical, along with the admini-
strative staff, had certain preconceived hnpressions about black studies. The
need to study and project the black experience was fully recognized in the mid
1950 's, following an educational programming throughout which the black man was
totally ignored, coupled with a lengthy and very positive exposure to black
Africa. These experiences, followed by residence in a large black community,
reinforced the meaning behind the need. The student demands of the 1960’s
simply substantiated the basic premise and offered a challenge to implement the
idea.
The assumed needs of the students were for: (1) historical reconstruction,
(2) projection of the concentrated black experience, and (3) the building of black
self image. Hence, these would be the primary goals of the black studies
program. In addition, a number of other assumptions were made prior to
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attempting implementation of the new program in the classroom. First, it was
assumed that student interest would be high; second, that students at Classical
and Technical would expect an academic approach; and, third, that there would
be fellow teacher participation. At that time, only one major problem was
anticipated. Would there be black student resentment and antagonism expressed
towards the black teacher?
' Conclusions
In April 1969, a group of concerned students representing Springfield's
four high schools—Classical, Teclinical, Trade, and Commerce—requested a
black studies program. The initial stage in the development of the program
was characterized by interaction between students, community people and school
administrators. As a result of early group dialogue, a rational and a preliminary
black studies course outline prepared by the concerned students and the Acting
Supervisor of Social Studies, was submitted to the School Committee and approved
for implementation in September 1969.
The need for the program, its goals, and anticipated problems were voiced
by selected administrators; and the teacher to be involved in the implementation of
the black studies program at Classical and Technical. The implementation, from
September 1969 through June 1973, was viewed as occurring in four phases,
each phase characterized by the interplay of factors which appeared to contribute
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to the development of the program. The factors examined were goals, curricular
design, students, social climate, and, to an extent^ school personnel.
However, prior to analyzing the program, a socio-historical overview
of Springfield gave considerable insight as to the environment in which the black
studies program was to be introduced and implemented.
The introductory stage was completed. The classroom now became the
laboratory for innovation and change.
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CHAPTER V
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE BLACK STUDIES PROGRAIM:
SEPTEMBER 1969 - JUNE 1971
Theoretical education may have its value, but it is in the classroom that
the basic process of educating takes place. Only in the classroom are educational
processes tested, upheld, or discarded. The interplay in the classroom has a
direct efiect on a child’s intellectual growth. Classroom educators have a
tremendous responsibility in assuming the task of implementing the idea 'that
education be used as a lever of change.
'
Black studies, which was considered by many as the innovation of the
1960 s, vas expected to do great things—to change long-standing curriculum,
to change peoples’ attitudes and behavior pattern.
. .
and, to change self-
conscious, self-damagmg black children into determined spirits. Here was a
continuation of the American faith in education as a panacea for all problems.
It was as if a voice had declared: Let the education flow
.
The problems will
be solved ! Is American education per se as yet doing its share to attain the
above goals ? Or, is it lying dormant and detached expecting black studies to
accomplish the full task? The failings of American education are magnified in
the classroom, for here the constant interplay—teacher to student, student to
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student, teacher to teacher-emphasizes the problems that are so lightly dealt
With by arm-chair theorists. It is in the classroom that one must deal with what
was learned at home and what was learned out in the streets, as well as yester-
day's assignment. Black studies, then, must be looked at m the classroom
setting.
An Introductory Overview of the Implementation
As previously stated, the implementation of the black studies program
in Springfield was divided into four phases corresponding to the September to
June academic years; 1969-1970. 1970-1971. 1971-1972. 1972-1973 (see Table
4). These divisions will be designated as Phases 1. 2. 3. and 4. Furthermore,
there were particular factors that characterized the on-going educational process.
Each of these factors, individually or collectively, contributed to the develop-
ment of the black studies program. And. each single factor, to some degree,
had an effect on the other aspects of the program. Those items which have
been defined as contributing factors are: goals, students, curricular design,
social climate, and to an extent, school personnel.
In Phase 1, goals were assumed by the teacher to be historical re-
construction, with the aim of including a better representation for blacks;
projection of the concentrated black experience, and the building of black self-
image. The student body was balanced rac ially. The curriculum, developed
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With suggestions fro.
.he h.itia, student proposa. and out.tne,
„.as hasicaU. a
process o£ tr.al and error which concentrated on learning content material.
Furthermore, there was heavy emphasis on student input for ideas. The social
climate, one of strong community interest, was activated by so-called student
unrest.
The over-all goals of Phase 1 were extended mto Phase 2. This period
was primarily based on the previous year-s instruction which was incorporated
into an abbreviated guide with a thematic approach. Neither the goals, nor
suggested actions to reach these goals were delineated in this condensed guide.
Heavy emphasis on content material was maintained, in conjunction with the
development of classroom methodology. There were also minimal moves made
to integrate American history. In the Spring, 1971, a proposal was submitted to
and accepted by the Springfield School Department, providing tor a summer
Workshop to devise a formal teacher’s guide entitled Afro-American History and
Culture. The structure of the guide was based on a series of projected objectives
necessary to move toward the earlier assumed goals. Behavioral activities
were suggested to help meet these ends.
In Phase 3, the new guide was tested. Throughout this year, there was
heavy emphasis on the methodology suggested in the guide, with moves to devise
additional individualized activities. Furthermore, there was a rethinking of
goals to meet the immediate needs of particular students or groups. In addition,
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there were major attempts to integrate American history.
student unrest surfaced again.
During this phase,
Phase 4 was characterized by teacher observation, goal rethinking, and
program evaluation. Emphasis was put on the needs anaiysis of students
initiated in Phase 3, and the e.xtension of the black experience into other courses
of study. The formal guide was applied in Black history; and, Black literature
and Man and His Environment were introduced as new courses.
Over the four-year period, black student involvement varied, whereas
white student interest steadily declined. Basically, black studies was a single
classroom affair in which other teachers' interests and participation were very
slow to develop. These three concerns, black student involvement, white
student interest, and other teacher participation, were found to be decisive in
the implementation of a black studies program.
Goals Projected and Black Studies Program Activated
In Phase 1, historical reconstruction, projection of the concentrated
black experience, and the building of black self-image were assumed as the
goals of the black studies program at Classical. If reached, these aims would
have far-reaching outcomes. For if such were achieved, the black would be
given his true place in the development of the United States; and he, in recognizing
this, would be in a position to positively assert his right to this nation's economic.
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political, and social rewards. How realistic were these goals to a black
student enrolled in Black History I in September 1969, who stated:
Race to me means two classes of people white and black
With the white classes ahead and on top
And black classes way back on the bottom^
The definition of the word race might be questioned, but not the student pro-
jection of the black’s position in this society. Even more explosive internally,
is the following statement by another student.
To me race is nothing but a word but it is what
this word suggests to me is what I will write
about. To me this word says separation, hate,
and destruction. It seems when a person notices
another person's race his whole personality
sometimes changes. ^
What past experience, or experiences, might this student be recollecting? How
does a teacher begin to convert the above negative feelings into positive aware-
ness of black people and of an individual's self? In assuming the goals for a
black studies program, a tentative diagnosis had been made. There was now a
need to determine the treatment.
Student enrollment.
The student enrollment of ninet}^-four dui’ing this first year was racially
balanced, that is, 57 per cent black and 43 per cent white (see Tables 4 & 5). There
were five classes during the academic year at Classical; four of Black history 1,
and one of Contemporary Issues. Three of the history classes were taught the
TABLE
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first half year, whereas the remaining history sessions and Contemporary
Issues were taught durii^;- the February to June session. Contemporary Issues
had been suggested as an additional course of study for those students who were
interested. The over-all student body showed considerable difference in
interest and involvement in the classes. In four instances, students were re-
quested to drop the course; as their presence was disruptive to the remaining
students. These particular students neglected homework assignments, refused
to participate in classroom discussions, carried on loud conversations
,
and
walked aboutthe classroom at random. After seven weeks and several student-
teacher talks, the four students withdrew from the course. It is of interest to
note, however, that one student returned and asked to be put in another session
for a second chance. Furthermore, a second student re-enrolled in Black
history the following academic year. Neither of these students, however,
completed the course, as both withdrew from school in the particular year. In
all, twenty students dropped black studies and four received a failing grade in
the first year of the program.
Curricular design of Black history 1.
Students were given general directions in the opening class. The material
was to be divided into units. There would be lectures, special reports, exams,
and guest speakers when possible. These plans, however, were subject to
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change. In addition, suggestions for the course from students would be
welcomed. The students were then asked a series of questions: Why are you
taking this course? What material do you prefer, historical, geographical.
ul ural, or contemporary? The preliminary outline given the teacher included
all of these areas of interest. The final question was-What is the value of
historical material in understanding contemporary problems ?
The student response indicated that even though most students had little
knowledge of the black man's past, their basic interest was to deal with
contemporary affairs. Basically, the classroom process becomes one of trial
and error, as attempts were made to interest and satisfy students, yet to
present them with needed information. Major topics dealt with prior to the
Black American experience were: The Myth of the Negro past, African Geog-
raphy, the Evolution of Man and Culture, the Concept of Race, and Early African
Civilizations. The input for the discussions was from short lectures and student
writings, followed by open rap sessions. Usually, two to three students were
assigned to lead the discussions. At least once each week, students had a
contemporary issues session dealing with such topics as Black Woman - Black
Man, Black Studies
,
the Idea of Uncle Tom, Black Culture, and The Meaning
of Blackness. Interspersed with the mentioned classroom assignments were
student planned sessions and periodic quizes and tests.
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The lack of knowledge of the black historical experience was considerable.
There was the need, therefore, to concentrate very heavily on learning content
material from assigned textbooks. It was not, however, possible to follow any
one textbook throughout the first half-year. The primary text used was William
Loren Katz’s Eyewitness: The Negro In American History
. Supplemental to
this were: Before the Mayflower by Lerone Bennett, Jr., The Negro In the
Un_ited States by E. Franklin Frazier, and Black Protest edited by Joanne Grant.
At this time, there was also a substantial output of audio-visual materials dealing
with the black experience. Every effort was taken to obtain suchm aterials to
‘view in the classroom. Once viewed, the materials were discussed and evaluated
by both students and the teacher.
Another major process in the classroom was interrelating the past and
the present, in order to emphasize the need for studying history. For example,
once the Reconstruction Period had been completed, students were asked the
following questions:
What parallels can you see within 3'our own experience
and the period, 1866-1877? Consider incidents,
individuals, and attitudes.
How would you compare moves for bringing about
change then with moves for bringing about change
now? Cons ider both sides, i.e.
,
black and white.
What do 3'ou consider to be the black man's tools
for action? Again, consider then and now.
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Another type of assignment attempted to take the student out of the
conventional textbook and classroom atmosphere and into the comm unity. The
students were requested to circulate in their community over the Christmas
vacation, and bring back eyewitness accounts of black participation during
particular historical periods ranging from World War 1 to the present. One
white student interviewed her grandmother on her rememberances of blacl<s in
Springfield. The elderly lady responded that she could remember in the days
of the depression, and the time prior to and after World War 1 that.
. . . black people were not allowed in certain places
because of their color. She said that very few places
of entertainment were open to them such as bowling-
alleys and pool rooms.
During the depression she can remember little
controversy between black and white. Everyone was
too hungry to worry about color she said. ^
In general, the students responded well in assignments that were not
spec iflcally academ ically orientated. For most, extemporaneous rapping was
natural. When, however, it came to quizes
,
tests, and term papers, a sub-
stantial number of students continually did poorly. In many instances, these
students made a point of being absent on a day for evaluation.
Social climate.
The atmosphere in the classroom directly influenced the student per-
formance levels. Just an interesting assignment could make a classroom
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comfortable. And, once a dassroom was cleared of so^jalled disruptive
students, there was a more positive res ponse to instruction. However, the
classroom climate was also inflamced by outside forces. One major event.
which radiated for months afterwards, was the so-called student unrest, in
particular, at Technical.
The cause of the Initial student confrontation, which occurred in the
school dining hall, was not specifically determined. However, regardless of
the questionable and debatable origins of the encounter, one cannot escape the
racial overtones that slowly grew and suddenly erupted. As latent racial feelings
were realized, many students reacted violently. This event is of importance
to this paper, because it not only o.'tpressed the on-going black experience, but
also, the occurrence had a direct effect on the black studies program. The
incident was a repetition of so many episodes characterized by racial denunciation-
a sharp separation of groups accompanied by hurting name calling.
Looking down from a second-floor classroom when a black-white con-
frontation occurred, one could not help but sense feelings of fear and uneasiness.
A question could be projected: Of what value would black studies be in helping
to fight racism in American education? The thought was personified as black
students hurried out of tjieir door of Technical and ran in the direction of their
section of Springfield. Trash cans followed them. The police cars arrived.
In a short time, there was some semblance of order. Then the easing of
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tensions became the priority. This was attempted via parents, administralors,
teachers, community leaders, police, and students. The Principal expressed
the strong concern for the pupils who seriously wanted an education by stating:
Youngsters who came to school for an education mustbe given an opportunity to enjoy this privilege; those
who violate known school regulations and thereby
cause some disruption of the orderly functioning of
the school will be suspended immediately. Offenses
such as (1) Insolence to teachers; (2) skippmg
classes; and (3) unauthorized presence in the corridors
without a pass while classes are in session can be
cause for suspension.
All pupils who are sincerely interested in getting an
education should be pleased with these steps. Any
who are not truly interested in following school re-
gulations which have been established to provide a
reasonable educational atmosphere should not be in
attendance at Technical High School.'^
In turn black students stated their concerns in the form of the following demands
1. We demand a definite increase in the number of
Black faculty members, especially an assistant
principal and several counselors, and also
including more teachers and coaches. Moreover,
we demand that these new faculty members be
carefully interviewed as regards their interests
and qualifications.
2. We demand that information about scholarships
for black students be made much more easily
available and that the number of scholarships
for Black students be significantly increased,
if possible.
3. We demand the establishment of a more relevant
Black Studies program by making the following
immediate changes:
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a. Addition of subject matter and/or speakers
related to the soeiology of race problems.
b. Increase in the niunber of courses and of
teachers to allow for study of literature and
contemporary topics.
c. Immediate increase in the supply of books
and materials for the classes in Black Studies
d. Establishment of a fixed location, not used
by ’'floating” teachers, for Black Studies
classes so that both materials and teachers
are constantly available for consultation,
e. Increase in the status of Black Studies to a
major, two-semester (full year) course.
4. In addition to the regular Black Studies course, we
demand the integration of the materials for the
other social studies classes, for English classes,
and for other subject areas.
In line with this demand, there should also be in-
seiwice training in Black Studies, social problems,
Afro-American literature, and the like to assist
teachers in integrating- their teaching. Also, specific
observing of Black History Week in February should
take place in all such classes.
5. We demand space to start a Black Students' Union
at Tech,
6. We demand that more Black students be represented
on the school newspaper, on the Student Council, on
the cheerleading squad, and in other student activities.
To make it easy to fulfill this demand, information
regarding qualifications and methods of joining these
groups should be spelled out clearly and made more
readily available.
7. We demand that a student court be set up to deal with
school offenses and that there be Black representation
on this court at all times.
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8. We demand no disciplinary measures will be taken
against any Black student or any White student who
IS taking part in positive action as determined by
us m getting these demands.
We request positive action upon the above demands
by the administration of this school. 5
White students issued the white replies to the black demands. The
responding white students understood the black demands. However, they
believed that the implementation of the black demands was a task to be handled
by the administration. For example, in replying to Black Demand 4, relative
to the integration of materials for the other social studies courses, they stated
that: "We do support a revision of the present American history program to
include significant contributions from all the peoples of these United States.
However, "We are not curriculum programmers, therefore, we have no
authority concerning the revision of any courses of study. To get positive action,
appeals should be addressed directly to the School Committee and the Admini-
stration. " The student unrest was not short-lived. It was necessary to curtail
classes for a number of days, and subsequent classroom discussion were continual
assessments of the major episode and the prevailing racial attitudes.
As mentioned, one teacher was assigned as a floating teacher between
Classical and Technical. The first three class periods were spent at Classical,
the last two in the afternoon at Technical. Of the thirty-eight students enrolled
in Black history at Technical, thirty-six were black; five of these students
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dropped the course and tive failed. During the seeond halt yea., nineteen
students, seventeen black and two whites, enrolled in a new half-year course
to deal with contemporary issues. Thirteen of these students had already
completed Blaek history. Ot the total, two dropped out early in the term. No
continuing students failed Contemporary Issues. In general, the black studies
assignments at Technical pa.-alleled those at Classical. However, only a few
of the students viewed Black history as an academic discipline. The lack of
student interest and participation, plus high absenteeism, rendered teaching a
difficult task. By the end of the first half year, only one-third of the students
had elected to enroll in the Contemporary Issues course
An Evaluation
On December 1, 1969, a series of statements encompassing suggested
changes for the black studies program were submitted to the Social Studies
Supervisor. They were as follows:
1. An additional teacher is needed to eliminate
floating between Classical and Technical to
give students adequate time for consultation
and make-up work. Students have shown an
interest in being involved in black studies
beyond the confined class period.
2. It is suggested that the present black studies
course be extended to a full year major subject.
3. The majority of students, especially at Technical,
are primarily interested in and orientated towards
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con.omporary affairs. A course dealing with
contemporary issues appears to be a necessity.
Additional contemporary imteria Is, i.e.
,
audio
visual aids and speakers are requested.
It is suggested that in the second semester therebe at least one class period at Classical, and one
class period at Technical, dealing with Contem-
porary Issues relative to the Black Experience.
This would be a continuation of the first semester
course. Therefore, if the present course is
extended im mediately to a full year, it is suggested
that students who elected the history course the
first semester be given priority in electing the
Contemporary Issues relative to the Black Experi-
ence.
It is also suggested that members of the Spring-
field Community be called upon to help further
student understanding of contemporary issues
such as urbanization problems. Such individuals
would be called upon as volunteer speakers.
4. An attempt should be made to begin to concentrate
on integrating black history into American and
World History courses.
5. Prior to the second semester, faculty, teachers
and counselors, should be given a better under-
standing- of the meaning of black studies. It is
suggested that this be done at a faculty meeting
before students complete their schedules for the
second semester.
6. It is suggested that black studies teachers be given
adequate planning time for the 1970-1971 school
year. This time could be allotted in a 1970 social
studies summer worl<shop.
7. It is suggested that a one semester Black Literature
course be instituted at Classical and Technical in
the fall of 1970. This course would be repeated in
the second semester.
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it is suggested that in the fall of1J70, the present history course be offercxl at
the loth grade level.
It is felt that once, and if, black history is
integrated into American History in the lower
grades, a concentrated Black History course at
the 10th grade level will be more readily aecepted
an va ue
. ihis in turn will better prepare these
s u ents for a specialized black course in the llth
and 12th grades.
The Contemporary Issues course discussed in Black Demand 3, was
subsequently accepted as a half-year course by the Springfield School Committee
The proposed methodology was as follows:
This course of study will be problem orientated. It
will deal with situations relative to the black experience
that are interesting and meaningful to the students.
Examples of topics are: ’blackness', the concept of
black power, Africa, black capitalism
,
black organiza-
tions, urbanizations, militancy, civil rights, school
desegregation, voting rights, youth rebellion. Students
will be allowed to select topics for individual or group
study following discussion with and advice from the
teacher.
Various approaches will be used to study these topics.
For example: classroom discussions, debates, outside
speakers, and field trips. Speakers and field trips will
be programmed only following clearance through the
proper administrative channels. Speakers will be
selected for Imowledge of the topics being studied. One
aim of the couise is to encourage student involvement
within the immediate community. For example, students
might be interested in studying black involvement in
Federal and State projects aimed at aiding minority
groups.
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Several secondary resources were to be used in the course, rather than one
basic textbook. These resources would include visual aids, selected historical
documents, eyewitness accounts from various sources, novels, newspapers,
and journals. With the acceptance of this Contemporary Issues course by the
school administration, black studies became a full year subject. In fact, by
fall 1973, all of the suggestions were implemented except tor Black Demand 5
which pertained to faculty lack of knowledge about black studies. This continued
to be an issue of debate.
In comparison with the administration, which was most cooperative in
the implementation, the teacher response was negligible. It was as if black
studies were an entity unto itself. The general lack of interest continued through-
out the school year. Strong concern for the program, however, was shown by
the community news media. The newly instituted program was projected in the
Springfield newspapers and on the two Springfield Television stations-Channels
22 and 40—with some frequency.
Contemporary Issues
The second half-year of black studies at Classical, beginning in February
1970, was characterized by the introduction of Contemporary Issues relative to
the black experience, the comm emoration of Black History Week, and a repetition
of Black History I. All three of these aspects were interrelated and yet each
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had its definitive characteristics.
mack baaieauy
..epeatod t,.o approaches app„«. la ihe
year, drew on the new course for additional methodology and materials
.or weekly contemporary
.sues discussions,
.ew v.ual materials viewed .
contemporary Issues were also evaluated In Black history. Purthermore, all
black studies students were reauired tr,q to prepare for Black History Week The
.~U,,
•». a
u™ p,
addition, students were allowed thne during the week to rap on tuples of major
mterest to them. It was at this time that students re-thought the student unrest
of the previous November. As mentioned, this topic was of continual concern to
the students. Also, during this week the films Sj^very and Slave Besisrn^.. and
TheHurdler were viewed. These two films drew a contrast between the de-
gradation of slavery, and yet the outstanding achievements of blacks such as
Dr. Charles Drew. I„ addition, the idea of Black History Week and black studies
£er ^were televised on the Springfield stations, channels 22 and 40. Classical-s
first black studies social event progressed smoothly. Students then resumed
their regular class activities.
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The Conternp„r;ii-y Issues eluss was primarily eom,j,,se<l of sludents
who had completed Black History 1. The assumption was made that these
students had resources to draw upon in order to undertake assignments
calling for a degree of indei^ndent thinking'. Also presumed, was the idea that
group work would consolidate available resources and allow tor an even greater
learning experience. Based on these two assumptions, the half-year was divided
into two parts; the first, based on absorbing new content material; the second,
on organizing this material into meaningful elassroom projects. Relative to
these divisions, the two major concepts of social organization and black identity
were suggested for study. This entailed examining the historical relationship
of blacks to this country, economically, politically and socially; and the blacks
relationship to self and other black people. All aspects of this course had not
been specifically planned. Contemporary Issues evolved from student input,
as well as teacher ideas. Students first attempted to grasp an understanding of
economic, political and social organizations. They then read a Life Magazine
reprint entitled, The Cycle of Despair, and followed this with a discussion of
black oppression. The assignment concluded with a brief examination of the
development of black leadership and organization on a national level and in the
Springfield community.
The concept of black identity was examined and discussed throughout
the year. During the second half-year, however, an attempt was made to delve
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deeper into the meaning of blackness, not only relative to self, but also relative
to other blacks. One method used was as follows. A film-strip series entitled
Which depicted youth in these United States, was viewed.
Students then compared their own lives with the film strip youth and other
members of the class. Most soon agreed that the experience of being black
could vary. And, furthermore, that an individual's black self-concept, and
understanding of blackness could differ from that of another individual.
The second part of this assignment was called Black on Black. For this,
each student was asked to a.aswcr a series of questio.ns.
1. How do you feel about being black?
2. How do } ou feel about black people in general?
3. What do some black people do that bother you?
4. What have you done to hurt a black person in the
past several montlis ?
What was the basis of this assignment? It was primarily to provoke discussion
on a fuller understanding of blackness. Two of the prevalent negative trends
evident throughout the year were the ideas that, I am blacker than thou and to
insist that, he's nothing but .in Uncle Tom
. Most blacks had been deprived
continually of the physical rewards of this nation. In conjunction, they had been
psychologically oppressed to the extent of eliciting a negative reaction towards
any self-achievement. Must they also be degraded by their own people? Was
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it possible to Show young black people that degrading another black person did
not add to an individual's blackness ? Black
harmed each other.
students agreed that they had
I have done many things in the past several monthsF r one thing I have deserted my Black friends I
refuse to associate with them socially. I have usedhe expression "nigger" myself. I have recently
owned black women, even though I realize that I
must change. I have also been downed but I don't
eare to go into that.
Once I hurt a black person by calling him a censor
because I didn't feel he was black, h^^^^
I have learned that you can't put black people into
X categories.
I have been greatly disillusioned by being a spokes-
man for the black students at Classical. I stood up
to speak for people who left me in a very dangerous
position by backing down on their commitments and
support. °
This assignment was intentiomUly geared primarily toward black students in the
class. It was assumed, however, that the white students present would gain
some insight into black interrelationships. Furthermore, that this knowledge
would be of value to them in subsequent dealings with black people.
The highlight of the year, actually an unplanned evaluation of the values
of that year's black studies courses, was the special projects assignment. Each
student could decide whether she or he preferred to work as an individual, or
with a group, on the selected project. Three of the projects are well worth
mentioning.
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one student prepared a topical black studies file box series which is
still in use in the classes. The student's plan was to prepare an Introductory
file system to which titles could be added each year. Two other students were
most interested in the roles played by blacks in the United States wars. They
prepared a bibliography on black Involvement in the Revolutionary War, War of
1812, Civil War, Spanish American War, the two World Wars and the Vietnam
connict. Upon completing the class report which explained their projects, the
students presented each classmate with a copy of the bibliography.
However, in terms of educational gain, the most rewarding experience
was engendered by the group of students who decided to carry the Black history
they had learned to a class of Junior high school students. This could be readily
arranged since Classical junior high school was contained in the same building
as Classical senior high school. The idea was to begin with ancient African
history and then present the black American experience.
The programming for the project assignment was carefully planned. Of
the four class sessions per week, one was allowed for classroom preparation or
library research, one for teaching or free time for those not teaching; and, a
third period lor full class discussion and evaluation of Individual projects. The
black studies teacher was allowed one period per week to carry out routine
classroom assignments. In some instances, those students who had a free period
observed their fellow students teaching. Also, the student teachers were con-
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tlnuously observed by the junior high school teacher, and at intervals by their
regular teacher.
This project approach was viewed by all involved as being relatively
successful. Here was an opportunity for students to apply previously learned
material to a situation of interest to them as a group or as an individual. This
learning experience, an extension from the traditional classroom, was but a
hint of what the student would encounter upon leaving school. Experiential
learning can be of profound value in a student's early education.
Coaclusions
Details explaining the progression of the first year of black studies at
Classical have been presented. The following year drew upon the basic ideas
contained in the individualized or group project approach; and upon content
material examined in Phase 1. A few concluding statements can be made
relative to the effects of the contributing- factors during this early phase. The
student input had a direct effect, not only on the initiation of the program, but
also on the curriculum development. The need to work with students was
continually re-emphasized. However, within the school, lack of interest shown
by most teachers delayed moves to integrate the black experience into other
courses of study. Black studies was viewed as a separate entity to be dealt
with in a specific classroom. Integration of various courses would not become
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a reality until teachers recognized the plurality of the concept of black studies,
Ihe general climate of opinion in the community was expressed outwardly in
favor of the new program. However, student unrest with strong racial over-
tones created a paradox in which understanding and acceptance of the black
Studies program was left unsettled
_Gradual Development of a Formal RlanV studiles Guide
Introductory Guide
Immediately prior to the opening of Phase 2, the September 1970 through
June 1971, academic school year, an abridged guide based on the previous years
black studies program was developed. Following the introduction dealing with
the meaning of black studies, major themes-Africa, colonization, exploitation,
reconstruction, revolutlon-were presented to encompass specific content
material to be examined. The attempt was made to present ideas through a
sequential approach. The Africa theme projected the African background, the
slave trade, and cultural survivals in the Americas. Under a system of
colonization, the African moved through American history to become an American
Negro, in conjunction with this process, the myths of lacking culture, black
being evil, and state of inferiority, were developed. This resulted in the
evolvement of black identities characterized as seU-defeating, negative, unknown.
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From his forced removal from Africa, to his arrival and existence in
the Americas, the black man moved through colonixatlon. reconstruction, and
revolution. These are the processes that the black man was continually moving
through, both in the past and the present. One seems to excede the other only
in degree of magnitude. That is
.
on arrival the black man became a colonized
subject, he was exploited within the institution of slavery, he was freed and
attempted to help reconstruct this nation. However, a continual state of being
colonized and of being exploited has meant on-going revolution. The black man
has used some form of revolt from the day he was up-rooted in Africa to the
present. An attempt was made to have students recognize the constant inter-
play and on-going occurrence of the major themes.
Each of the themes was introduced by a quote of black thought for
discussion. This eased the movement into a new theme. Here was the necessary
built-in patience that would allow the student to warm up to the situation. For
example, the introductory quote by Malcolm X for Unit II, Africa, was as
follows
:
A race of people is like an individual man; until
it uses its own talent, takes pride in its own
history, affirms its own selfhood, it can never
fulfill itself.
Our history and our culture were completely
destroyed when we were forcibly brought to
America in chains. And now it is important
for us to know that our history did not begin
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with slavery. We came from Africa, a great
continent, wherein live a proud and varied
people, a land which is the new world and was
the cradle of civilization. Our culture and
our history are as old as man himself and yet
we know almost nothing about it. ^
It was important that students hear from a man who had brought substance to the
contemporary black movement, and yet gave meaning to the past.
The introductory quote for the total black American experience of
colonization, exploitation, and reconstruction was that of James Baldwin.
That the tensions of American life, as well as the
possibilities, are tremendous is certainly not
even a question.
The time has come, God kno\vs for us to examine
ourselves, but we can only do this if we are willing
to free outs elves of the myth of America and try
to find out what is really happening here.
The final theme
—revolution—was addressed to youth in the words of Frantz
Fanon
—
To take part in the.
. . revolution it is not enough
to write a revolutionary song; you must fashion
the revolution with people. And if you fashion it
with the people, the songs will come by themselves
and of themselves. Each generation must,
discover its mission, fulfill it, or betrcay it.
Herewith, a challenge is being made to the younger generation to examine
oneself.
. .
to discover one’s mission.
. .
to accomplish it.
. .
or.
. .
The
course outline, however, g-ave youth time to carefully examine the philosophy of
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rovo,.« and
.he history of h.aeh rovo.ts prior to tahing a stand in the eonte
black revolution.
mporary
ine was suggested for Contem-
To follow Black history I. a tentative outl
porary Issues. The need to concentrate on recent history, that is. the early
1900's through the 1970's. was emphasized. This historical period had not
been covered adequately during Phase 1 in Black htetory 1. Following this
historical overview, student's energies were then to be channeled into innovative
approaches of analyzing and experiencing' black culture. The year would conclude
with an attempt to repeat the success of the previous year's special projects
assignment.
In conjunction with the Black history I outline, students were to be given
a hand-out sheet consisting of a series of key vocabulary words. In essence, this
was a series of concepts which when defined would give added meaning to the
major themes, that is. African. Negro. Afro-American; or. colonization,
imperialism, exploitation, capitalism, oppression. In most instances, these
concepts were grouped in order to show the interrelationships. Other meaningful
groupings were: race, racist, supremacy. Inferiority; and. revolt, rebellion,
revolution, civil disobedience, passive resistance, non-violence, violence. In
an early class session students were asked to add terms to the list. The teacher,
most embarrassed, was informed that she had no SOUL.
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Neither goals nor actions tor reaching these goals were delineated in the
basically thematic, content-oriented guide. However, the earlier assumed
goals, historical reconstruction, projection of the black experience, and the
building ot black self-image were considered as long-range ends. These were
not aims that would be accomplished overnight. The move to specifically define
alternative approaches tor achieving some degree of success in reaching those
goals was not actualized until summer 1971.
Student enrollment.
Ihe Phase 2 enrollment of i5ixty-ono students was a decided drop from
that of the previous year. The black enrollment, 59 per cent of the total, showed
a decrease of 33, 4 per cent from that of Phase I. The white enrollment had
dropped by 37. 5 per cent. The teacher, now re-assigned full time to Classical
senior high school, was assigned to teach two Black history I classes which
woUi.d automatically be followed by Contemporary Issues. As in Phase I, the
interest and participation level of students varied according to individual desires
for the particular infoimation and academic aptitude. At the conclusion of the
year, it was noted that only sLx students had dropped black studies, however,
thirteen were given an evaluation of failure. The idea of black studies as an
academic endeavor was being challenged strongly by a number of students.
Curricular Desle^n Black Histnru t
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At this point, there was a need to give some doeumentation relative to
the application and evaluation of the newly devi
repetition of information relative to
ised guide for Phase 2. However,
urricular development presented in Phase
1 was to be avoided, excepting as it was used for comparative purposes. Ideas
would be transferred from
and the subsequent phases were
one year to the next year. Therefore, as Phase 2
examined, primary emphasis would be put or
the significant contributions made each year to the on-going development of the
black studies program.
The outline suggested in the guide was followed rather closely. In
conjunction, readings were assigned from The Negro Revolution by Robert
Goldston and E^witlness.- The Negro In American History by W. L. Katz.
Supplementary readings, as used in Phase 1. were placed in the school library
on a reser-ve schedule. In addition, students were assigned to read a scries of
articles originally published in Life Magazine
. The Life Educational Reprints
were entitled:
The Origins of Segregation
The Bitter Years of Slavery
Hard Reality of Slavery
The Cycle of Despair
The Negro Leadership
The Mobilization of Black Strength
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The initial cmphasia was again on learning content material. In general,
most students completed the assignexl textbook readings. The reserve reading.s,
however, were neglected. One of the constant complalnls from students was
that there was too much homework.
The need to strengthen the interests of more students in learning this
material was basic. Varymg classroom techniques were attempted. The aim
was to make the Instructional atmosphere as student oriented as possible. The
primary technique used was small group work tor preparation and presentation
of assignments. This method was applied throughout the year. It increased in
value as the year progressed, and as students adapted to working together.
Within the group, students devised their own ways of presenting the history to
the class. Two popular approaches were role playing, a natural tor many
students, and panel discussions. In addition, students became aware of
simulation games, in particular a civil rights study; continued to view new films
and film strips; held creative writing sessions, took field trips, and encouraged
more community involvement.
This particular year brought a few students whose interest in and
enthusiasm for involvement in black studies was overwhelming. Perhaps these
few students realized the means to answering the question asked at the end of
one student's creation
—
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How does one react
When his own self is so far away,
On a distant shore.
How does one act
When he speaks his own language
Yet speaks a language foreign to his own.
How does one think
When told he has no history
And goes on thinking this is so,
Until, after searching, knows it is there.
How does one find his own true self
When his true being and creation
Is foreign to his present self
And is so far away.
So unreachable.
How
In the second half-year, Black History Week began with the film,
Her
-
ltoRe In Black. The week was geared toward the past and the present.
Students had selected a series of topics of contemporary interest to follow the
historical film. Each topic was previously prepared for discussion by two or
three students. Any student who had a tree period or a study period could, with
a permission slip, attend a rap session. The topics, which showed much
variance were;
Law Enforcement and the People
Discrimination in the Court Room
Interracial Dating
Drugs in the Black Community
Revolution of Minority Groups
Modern Africa
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The organized rap sessions were of academic value to the discussion leaders,
but received a weak respoase from the student body. Classical, however, became
more aware of the black experience through television, a soul food lunch
program, at 35 cents a plate; an art and library display, and an assembly skit
entitled, "The Black Man in America. " The students also made their first
funds that year by organizing a Black Studies Book Fair
Social Climate
.
The over-all atmosphere was one of receptiveness on the part of many
community people. And. there seemed to be a moratorium on student unrest.
Speakers arrived to talk not only about black studies, but also about youth and
their problems. The sessions ran from black poetry readings to discussions
about the American hidians, drugs, and oven the Army Reserves.
Within the school, however, there was still a slowness on the part of
teachers to become involved. This apathy was a discussion topic of concern to
black students who were anxious to have American history integrated. Having
been assigned three American history classes to complete the teaching load,
the black studies teacher attempted to incorporate the black experience into
this course of study. The presence of a primary textbook which negated the
black experience, and a lack of relevant supplemental teaching materials
indicated an atmosphere in need of change.
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Contemporary Issues
Having- sponsored a succcsstul Black History Week, the students enr-olled
in the Conte,nporary Issues class moved into an academic format shnilar to that
of the previous year with one major exception. They planned a most successful
field trip to New York City. The idea of black studies as an academic venture
was expanding. Whether it be a soul food meal during- Black History Week, or
the study of an alternative approach to education at Harlem Prep-it was all
black studies. The young people on this field trip, if only six, had been turned
on. The idea of involvement in the black experience beyond the home or the
traditional classroom was being strengthened. As these particular students
approached the special projects assignment, much was expected of them.
As m the previous year, students worked in small groups or individually
on a topic of their choice. The teacher's role was to guide, to provide resources,
and to evaluate. A number of the particular projects selected showed careful
thought, and brought about dialogue with other Classical students and teachers,
school administrators, community people and oneself. Through the projects,
these students, in sharing their experiences, were actively moving in the
direction of the earlier assumed goals. Knowledge of the concentrated black
experience was theirs in the classroom. The building of black self identity was
projected not only in such things as a paper entitled "Black Woman, " but also in
black involvement in the school and the community. Historical reconstruction
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was initiated in another student's study of early black involvement in Springfield's
history. Black Involvement on the contemporary scene, in the schools and the
community, however, was of major interest.
,t was as it the students had said-
W^wJU reach those Koals, but, NOW we hnve other immediate thinvs ,od., The
means of achiovinj.- goals were diverse and would vary with the interests,
capabilities, and needs of the individual student.
Greater community concern was expressed in housing- through a display
on city living conditions, and an original film which depicted slum conditions.
(The film was sound-tracked the following year via tape-recorder.) Black
health was the priority with the student who researched the medical history of
Sickle Cell Anemia. The final report on the disease dealt with an assessment
of national and eommunlty programs to help the afflicted, and a suggestion for
student involvement.
Several students made moves for change within the Springfield educational
system. Two students studied Springfield's elementary school racial imbalance
situation. Following the collection of relevant data and interviews with Involved
school and community persons, the students devised their own plan for solving
the problem. Again, however, the most ambitious, and perhaps the most re-
warding endeavor was teaching In Classical Junior high school. The original
plan for one period per week increased, due to interest, to three periods per
week for four weeks. The student teachers were using their preparation session
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and a homeroom ,>criod to lengthen the teaehing tone. These yocmg people might
have been untrained teachers, but their enthusiasm carried them through some
rather trying days. In his final report one student said-
The four weel^ that I helped teach black history
got a few things across to me. I learned about
how little the subject is being taught. An example
of this was the students were supposed to have a
background on African Kingdoms in Africa and
when I checked the materials they used I found
veiy limited information. I discovered that the
terms concerning what black people wanted to be
called varies with the individual. Most students
in the junior high preferred to be called 'colored'
or 'negro' rather than 'black. ' I became aware of
some of the problems in teaching. Trying to
inforni the class but keeping it interesting on the
student's level was difficult. We had a hard tim e
getting through to the students at first but eventually
we adjusted to them. It was the lowest division in
the junior high and most of them seemed interested
in the subject but their intelligence level varied.
Some were brighter than others. We couldn't lecture
with notes because they became very bored but when
we started using fihns and maps things got better. I
felt the most important thing that I got out of the
course was making someone familiar with the course,
At this point, the Bkick history teacher could seriously discuss the problems
of teaching Black history and the future of black studies with the student teachers.
Conclus ions.
It cannot be denied that the future of black studies did not lie only within
the closed classroom. Students had proved this. However, the lack of other
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teacher's Interest, emphasized by non-involvomcrn in black activities, limilod
the crtectiveness of the pro«rmn. The idea beenning apparent was that
.he
majority of teachers at Classical did not view black studies as an integral part
of the school program.
Furthermore, minimal contact with Technical's program, plus negative
Interaction with Commerce and Trade stifled the development of the total
program. Each of Springfield's high schools now had a black studies program,
but each teacher was not aware of what the other teacher was doing.
Within Classical, the student body was aware of the black studies
program, however, a minimum number elected the courses. Those who did
take black studies could bo placed on a continuum of interest and participation.
Many of the highly interested students were outstanding. These students did
the extra work to enliven the program. Furthermore, these students, in their
desire to learn, unconsciously devised new approaches in the classroom. And,
in essence, silently but actively stated; Take care of our immediate needs
Help us to define actions for today that will allow us to reach our goals of
tomorrow.
The need to make clear the reality of black studies-to project the value
and the plurality of black studies—to define action and direction for students—
and to attempt to involve teachers in the development of the program prompted
action. In the spring of 1971, a proposal requesting a workshop for the pre-
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paration of a black sludios curricukun guide was presented to the Springfield
School Department. It stated;
Much organized effort has been put forth to prepare
urriculum guides in social studies and should proveto be extremely beneficial if properly used by
teachers. However, Black Studies, a discipline
which permeates throughout the social studies
program, and which becomes a concentrated study
in senior high school, has not been given adequate
preparation time. ^
Black Studies is of prime importance in rendering a
social studies program interdisciplinary. This can be
noted m terms of content and in terms of methodological
approach A teacher needs knowledge in the area ofBlack Studios in order to make any course from American
IS oiy o Problems of Democracy more meaningful totoday s student. Furthermore, harmonious inter-
relationships within the classroom are directly related
to a teacher's method of handling
"black-white" dis-
cussions. There is a failure on the |jart of many
teachers, first, to understand what Black Studies is
about, and second, to accept such a course as an
organized discipline. They see it only as a hastily
organized program for the benefit of a small part of
the school population. To have substance a Black
Studies program should relate to the total school
program in depicting the true black experience in terms
of content and in psychological aspects. Therefore
teachers, other than Black Studies teachers need study
guides of the program being presented in their schoolA guide would help to alleviate problems teachers have
in attempting to interrelate the broadness of Black
Studies to their particular study area.
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CHAPTER V FOOTNOTES
This was the written
the concept of race.
response made by a student when asked to define
^Ibid,
.
Response of a relative following a student request for information aboutblacks in Springfield a number of years ago.
period
Statements made by the Principal of Technical High School during the
of student unrest in the fall of 1969.
^The Black Demands presented to the School Dei^rtment during the
period of student unrest in the fall of 1969.
0The white student reply to the Black Demands.
^Ibid.
g
Statements made by black students in response to the question: What
have you done to hurt a black person in the past several months ?
9George Breitman, ed.
,
By Any Means Necessary (New York: Pathfinder
Press, 1970), pp. 53-54. Statement made by Malcolm X.
^^James Baldwin, Nobody Knows Mv Name tNew York- DpH Pnhi ichino-
Co., 1961), pp. 22-23.
^
^^Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth (New York-
1963), p. 190.
~ Grove Press,
12a . . ,An original poem written by a student.
1 A personal statement made by a Classical High School student following
a teaching experience in the Classical Junior High School.
X4The statement formulatcHd by the writer when requesting a workshop for
the preparation of a black studies guide.
CHAPTER VI
implementation of the black STlroiES PROGRAM
SEPTEMBER 1971 - JUNE 1973
"In an abstract sense, an appropriate education depends upon what kind
Of society is desired in the future, m ^ ,,,,
must necessarily look at what is being taught in the school.
There is a relationship between education and societal goals, for it is
through the educational prc^ess that attempts are made to prepare a student
for participation in the social, economic, and political areas of his society,
one means to such an end could be concerned with eitisenship education.
Through a program in citizenship education, the educator, among other things,
tries to produce in his students awareness of and tolerance for others.
Central to citizenship education is the value of human dignity. The
basic aim is "to promote the dignity and worth of each individual who lives in
the society. "2 what are the means of achieving these ends ?
A Key to Curriculum Planning
In referring to a social studies curriculum, educators discuss
:
objectives and evaluation, teaching strategies, materials, pupil deployment and
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teacher preparation. The black studies auide prepared for the Springfield
School System was primarily concerned with the first three areas mentioned,
as well as teacher preparation. In dealing with these areas, the underlying
structure used in the guide was based on that presented by Ralph Tyler in
Basic Principles of Curnc^ and Instruction
, ta the preface of this bo*,
Tyler presented four questions to be considered in the development of any
curriculum and plan of instruction. They were:
1. What educational purposes should the school seek
to attain ?
2. What educational experiences can be provided that
are likely to attain these purposes ?
3. How can these educational experiences be effectively
organized ?
4. How can we determine whether these purposes are
being attained
The key to curriculum planning lies in the development of objectives;
the pre-determining of what is to be accomplished. These can be more
specifically stated by educators as behavioral objectives and are not only a
means of guiding, but also provide a means of measuring or evaluating. In
The New Social Studies
_,
Edwin Fenton stated that: "A behavior is any visible
activity displayed by a learner. Hence, looking for proscribed behavior
becomes an endpoint in the learning process.
Structurally speaking, the setting up of behavioral objectives in black
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studies parallels the procedure In any other serial studies course. There are
three clusters of objectives. First, those dealing with Knowledge, or eonhnt
of a study; second, ihose eoneerned with the application of a
.„eth,xi of approach;
and, third, those that Involve the affective d«nain, that Is, attitudes and values.
Fenton eo™„e„ted further that
..objectives stated behaviorally form a starting
point, a beginning of an educational system. Evaluatiion lies at the other end,
as well as at every stage between.
AjDiJiicat ion of Curriculum Planning Iden.c. fn the
Black Studies Cuide
At the present time, there is an overwhelming variety of social studies
methods and materials that can be used to build a curriculum guide using a
behavioral approach. For an educator to attempt to use all ideas presented to
him would be of little value. He must be selective. In the development of a
black studies guide for use in the Springfield high schools, the following points
were considered in the over-all organization:
1. rhe setting of behavioral objectives as a base for
the selection of teaching strategies, for the
selection of resource materials, and for evaluation;
2. the thematic approach of building analytical
questions to present the main ideas;
3.
the selection of meaningful experiences to
accomplish the behavioral objectives stated;
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4. a heavy emphasis on the use of discussion as a
means of resolving controversy, and bringing
about greater understanding;
5. the concentrated use of audio visual aids with
emphasis on relevant student—teacher prepared
materials;
6. the pre—selection of student and teacher resources
with preference given to the materials immediately
available.
The over-all approach was that of the inquiry method. The use of this
method allowed for the accomplishment of a major objective in education today.
"The ability to use the mode of inquiry should teach children to cope with the
explosion of knowledge by equipping them to discover new knowledge for them-
selves and to incorporate it into their frames of reference. An assessment
of the availability of black studies reading data and audio visual aids indicated
wide range of materials. To cram all of this content material into students in
a one-year course would be an impossibility. The use of the inquiry method
allows the teacher not only to focus on important issues but also facilitates
the learning process.
There are inherent problems in the teaching of black studies. Three of
the major problems will be dealt with here. Methods were suggested in the
guide which would help to clarify these situations. The first problem is that
the black studies teaching situation is heavily value laden. In black studies
classes, black and white students suddenly are requested to discuss issues
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closed to them In the past. Often, preconceived ideas on race relations hinder
individual expression. The use of varying diseusslon styles for ease of
expression was strongly suggested in the guide. Some individuals might be
quite at ease in discussing revolution in a large group. The same person might
not be comfortable rapping on interracial dating. The discussion styles may
be open-ended full class sessions, small group discussions, or, they may
simply consist of pairs, student to student or student to teacher. Concerning
oral interaction, sociologist Gunnar Myrdal stated: "More is made conscious
than any single person or group would on his own initiative find it advantageous
to bring forward at the particular moment. The sensitivity of the teacher is
of utmost importance in determining the structure of these discussions.
A second problem facing the teacher could be caused by the lack of an
historical perspective about the black experience by students entering a black
studies course. In many instances, as a student begins a high school course,
he may use past knowledge as a building block in understanding the present
course. However, the great majority of high school students in the late 1960's
lacked experience in, for example, black history. Nonetheless, if the teacher
makes use of an interdisciplinary approach in the basic structure of the black
studies guide, the student should be on familiar ground in the use of intellectual
skills, that is, analyzing, synthesizing, and generalizing. These skills would
be expected to apply in the study of the black studies content material.
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A third problem to bo considered concerned the student who entered
the black studies class Imowine' h all and who was ready to rap. The incorpora-
tion of that previously mentioned, patience, into the Ruide was necessary.
There was the need to give the students time to warm up to the situation.
Consideration was to be uiven to the initial needs, as well as the developing
needs of the students. Basically, the guide was intended to be flexible and to
respond to the needs and the interests of each student in the classroom. If he
wanted to rap, he could rap. In most instances, the student would very soon
develop the need tor additional information to continue the rapping. In other
eases, fellow students, who wanted to learn, would evaluate the relevance of
the discussion. At this point, there should be the nexibility to respond to the
needs of these students. In other words, the developed guide was intended to
reflect alternative approaches to learning.
How were the suggested ideas actually applied in the Springfield black
studies guide, in order to have students develop a greater knowledge and under-
standing of the achievements of black people; and, of the creative black talent
used in the building of the United States ? How were these ideas presented to
students in order to help students recognize the human dignity of self and that
of other men?
The teacher’s guide, entitled, Afro-American History and Culture
,
initially presents the rationale of: "Why Black History?" This, of course, is
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a take off point from Phase 1 based on the course rationale prepared by the
students who demanded the black studies program in 1969. The rationale of
the newly devised guide stated the following:
Afro-American History and Culture_ is a full year
elective course offered in the high schools in uvo
parts. Part I deals with a survey of the black man's
history in Africa and the major divisions of the black
experience in the United States from the arrival of
the black man through the Reconstruction period.
Emphasis is put on Colonization, Exploitation, and
Reconstruction. In Part 1 1 there is a survey of the
period from the early 1900 's to the present. This
is concluded with a study of contemporary issues.
Students may take Part I without taking Part II.
However, it is not recommended that they take Part
II without having taken Part I, inasmuch as the one
builds on the other.
The course is designed to give students an under-
standing and appreciation of the history of the black
man in Africa and America, as well as the inspiration
and effectiveness of his contributions to American
society. It highlights the means by which the black
man is facilitating a development of self through the
knowledge and understanding of his total existance,
i.e,
,
of his constant struggle for survival from his
beginnings in Africa, into the dreadful days of slavery,
”
through the forced sanctions of Jim Crow, to the
racial dilemmas of today. ®
Each unit is then introduced through a theme depicting the black
experience. The application of specific themes refers directly to the abbreviated
thematic guide presented to the students in Phase 2. Each of these themes, as
in the earlier guide, is expressed by quoting a statement of a black person for
discussion. In Phase 2, these quotations were found to facilitate the introduction
of new ideas.
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Following this brief introduction, the objectives to be accomplished
in each unit are stated in behavioj-ul terms,
straight-forward, are directly related to the
approach suggested in a unit. The intention
Ihese statements, clear and
content material and methods of
was that students would be made
aware ot academic expectations by the teacher, prior to being assigned the
suggested aetivities. Examples ot objectives stated in the guide are as follows
1. Given information on the Third World Movement
the students should be able to state, orally or in’
written form, the relationship of the people with
African heritage to the Third World Movement.
2. Given a definition of stereotypes, the students
should be able to give, orally or in written form,
an example of a stereotype, explain its negative
’
unplications, and g-ive facts to illustrate its fallacy.
3. Given basic information on the African past through
lecture and research, the students should be able to
show through written and oral expression, that the
black man had a varied and distinguished history prior
to the arrival of the European slave traders.
4. Given an understanding of such concepts as race,
racism, prejudice, the students should be able to
present, in written and/or oral form, the meaning
of these concepts and their interrelationship as a
base in visualizing the position of the black man in
early Ameriea.
5.
Given the necessary information the students should
be able to, orally or in written form, trace the growth
of black political thought through the philosophies of
Fi-ederick Douglass, Booker T. Washington, William
E. B. DuBois, and Marcus Garvey. ^
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Attar the oh.eettves are clarified, students
.ust then he guided by the teacher
through a learning process which will hn,.rt the into™ati„n necessary to
know and understand the black experience.
Within a unit there is a buildin, o£ each theme throt^h the use of
analytical
,uestio„s. Interrelated
.uestions are ashed, activities planned, and
resource materials defined (see Table 6). An attempt Is made to start at a
point of student awareness. For example. Unit 1, the Africa section, first
deals With questions on the Third World Movement, it then looks at peoples of
the United States with an African heritage; and the relationships that exist
between American blacks and Africa. A look at the African heritage follows.
The section concludes with the arrival of Africans as slaves in the Americas,
The introductory questions (see Table 7) which tie Unit 11
.
Colonisation, to
Unit I are as follows:
What is an American Negro? When did the Africanbecome a Negro ?
Throughout the guide, an attempt is made to tie the units together in this way,
To discover the answers to the questions and to develop sensitivity to
the major themes becomes the task of the student. The teacher is aided in
encouraging student participation by suggested activities that include the
following;
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l analysis; analyzing materials; drawltiff
2. individualized and group research
3o teacher lectures and speakers
4. varying styles of discussion and debates
5. role playing
6. visual aids; films, filmstrips, slides
7. others, open to student suggestions
Resource materials suggested in the guide ranged from the use of
original sources to basic textbooks. This included the t.e of music, art, and
literature. Students were allowed freedom m the choice of materials. However,
the supply of good black-oriented visual materials was limited. Therefore,
teachers were encouraged to make use of available equipnent for preparing
slides and transparencies for each unit. Thus, activities could be made more
relevant to the particular discussion and to the needs of the particular students.
Activities and resources were selected in hopes of stimulating the
greatest interest and participation by the students. In many instances, alterna-
tive suggestions were made to reach a greater number of students. Furthermore,
the guide could be modified by adding newly devised activities during an academic
year.
As mentioned earlier, much emphasis was placed on discussion and
group work. This interchange of ideas was extremely important in resolving
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any eo„n.ot
..
... MacK st... C.
eou.d be re.at.ve to bC.ef
.„ content presented, or to ddferenees an
ind.v.dua..s baste va.ue system. Can an btd,v.dna. be „ade to change bts
va.ue system y Can the average white student in the o.assroont be made to
recogn.se and accept the va.ue of the b.ach man's past. These were questions
Which the guide attempted to project and reso.ve through the suggested approaches.
That confiict wouid deve.op within the individua. student, as wei. as
Within the tota. Cass was expected. Through confiict a student might see
alternative ways of viewing situations, and would, out of need for some sort
of harmony, attempt to resolve a conflict. That some students would not see
the need for harmony was realized. Moves in that direction must abo be
considered by the teacher.
One way of getting students to look at conflict was in the projection of
the following questions in Part 1 1, Unit 111, Modern Africa:
What is socio-cultural conflict? How can conflict
ring about change ? Can change be considered for
the betterment or for the detriment of a society?
In this activity, the students were asked to examine a series of basic concepts
for mutual understanding. The first included, tor example, society, culture.
tradition, ethnocentrism, modernization, conflict, violence, and non-violence.
Students were asked to view these terms not only in terms of Africa, but also
m terms of personal experience in the United States. Examination of these
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concepts would usually produce a lengthy ooen clasc.p C ss discussion. The class
was then divided into sntai. Each ,roup was to „,ahe up a series of
concepts which, when combined, brin, about conflict. Some of the combinations
should reflect real situations (see Table 8). The students were then asked to
consider the change brought about by the conflict. Also, they were asked to
consider the positions of individuals caught up in the process of change. The
project was concluded with a full class, open-ended discussion drawing together
the ideas of the small groups. At this point, students were challenged as to
whether change was tor the betterment or tor the detrunent of a society.
The over-all aim of this guide was to bring about an understanding of
the black experience, and its relationship to the total American scene. How
does one determine whether this has taken place? How docs a teacher decide
whether pre-determ ined objectives have been accomplished? What is the
means of evaluation?
Application of the Black Studios Guide
Behavioral objectives are at the beginning of curriculum planning-
evaluation IS an endpoint. However, relative to this Tyler has stated:
. . . curriculum planning is a continuous process
and that as materials and procedures are developed,
they are tired out, their results appraised, their
inadequacies identified, suggested improvements
indicated; there is replanning, redevelopment and
TABLE
8.
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then reappraisal, in this kind of continuing
n structional progr;im to bo continuously
improved over the years.
Phase 3, septontber 1971 th.ough June 1972, nt Classical was basically
attuned to testing and initially evaluating the black studies guide. However,
due to a number of extenuating circumstances, the completion of a fully
adettuate appraisal of the material was not p,.sible. i.t.t, the asst^ption
was made tlutt the teac.her would need sufficient class time for the evaluating
process because of the length of the guide. Contrary to this, the teaehcf.s
instructional schedule was prhnarlly in American history. Black history was
united to one class. Iherefore, the teacher's preparation and teaching-
energies were aimed primarily at the American history classes.
Second, the white enrollment in black studies had now dropped by 80
per cent from Phase 1. Therefore, assignments selected for the class were
geared strongly in favor of the black students' interests. The result was a
neglect of several activities in the guide which would have had more moaning
in a racially balanced class.
Third, in the spring of 1972. a rethlnkh^r of the over-all process of
curriculum development for a black studios course was necessary: in re-
evaluating the academic process in the past classes, any success in educational
transference was relative to adaiiting the course to the profile of the particular
class. Assessing the needs of the group was preliminary to teaching the course.
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Furthermore, to assess these needs, the teacher had to be considerate of
each individual in the class. Black studies demanded a three-pronscd educational
approach which emphasised content, method, and the affective domain. The
content material was not only new to many students, but also contradicted
previously learned information. The methodology applied in the classroom not
only necessitated maintaining hamonious student interrelations, but also had
to initiate and resolve conflict. And. attempts to bring aimut change in the
affective domain, entailed attacking the basic values of a student previously
affected not only by the home, but also by the American educational system.
teaching the black experience be successful by applying the same blanket
approach for every class ?
A fourth reason why the guide was not adequately appraised was due to
the fact that knowledge of the black experience was not reaching a sufficient
number of students to bring about change in black-white student interrelation-
ships. How could this be accomplished?
Fifth, the use and evaluation of the guide by other teachers at Classical,
would have given more support to the over-all appraisal. This additional
evaluation was not available.
Nonetheless, the guide was not shelved. In essence, new curriculum
suggestions were being advanced as the guide was being initially appraised.
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Curricular dpRlp|n
The basic curricular design applied in Black history durin, Phase 3
has been sufficiently described. Additional substance, however, can be aiven
to this analysis by mentioning assignments that were of decided interest and
upparcnt value to the students.
The class sessions revolved around the students' ability to answer the
projected research questions. Four major questions come to m ind.
1. What was the life style in the African past?
Was there any difference from that in Europe?
2. How did the prevailing political thought of the
18th century effect the destiny of black people
iu the United States ?
3. What was the plantation system ? What roles
did slaves have in the operatiai of the plantation?
4. What conflicting trends of black political thought
were developing? What differences of thought
were there between W. E. B. DuBois and B. T.
Washington ?
Traditional high school tex tbooks in World history and American history had
not allowed the study of these areas either through content or debate. This
was changed with the advent of black studies. Beyond the absorption of adequate
content material, a number of methods were applied.
The life style in Africa was introduced by a short lecture and film strip
series on African art and culture. Student prepared materials consisted of
slides and original eyewitness accounts adapted from research reports of early
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African kingdoms. Of groat value to the student, was the evidence that Africa
had a background commensurate with other areas of the developing world.
Out of the second question evolved a re-examination of the basic
premises of the Declaration of Independence and the United States Constitution.
At first, groups were assigned to search for areas in these two documents
which pertained to blacks. A number of resources were available in the class-
room and on reseiwe in the library. The initial point of value was the awareness
of the statement made denouncing black enslavement in the original draft of
the Declaration of Independence. The second point of concern dealt with the
clarification of the legal sanctions given to the institution of slavery by the
United States Constitution. Those legal sanctions which rendered a black as
three-fifths of a man for taxation and representation purposes and extended the
life of the slave trade, openly supported the peculiar institution. What was this
plantation system ? Student's blackboard diagrams depicting the structure of a
plantation and the interrelating roles were discussed in class. Human inter-
play was made m ore realistic through role playing. A point realized, was that
slavery was not just the deprivation and degradation of black people, but also
that of white people.
Throughout history, blacks have continually attempted to uplift their
condition of servitude and advance in American society. In a class exercise
using role playing and debate, the students realized that all blacks did not and
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do not think alike. There ensued a lively presentation of the roles of the
professionally inclined W. E. B, DuBois, in discussion with the trade oriented
Booker T. Washington. Each sought to elevate black people, but in different
ways. In conclusion, the respective roles were debated and evaluated by the
people.
Black history is American history. The course was entitled Black
history. The content material, however, was very similar to that of American
history. The Declaration of Independence and the United States Constitution
are the very foundation stones of this nation. Furthermore, all black action,
from the forced arrival of Africans in 1619 to the open struggle for self-
assertion and political and economic power, is a part of the American
experience. Each of the mentioned research questions in the guide, could be
projected directly into an American history discussion. Can one deny that
Black history is American history?
In the American history classes, an attempt was made to integrate
incidents with the black experience. To facilitate this purpose, a new text-
book, The American Experience by Robert Madgic et al
,
was ordered on an
experimental basis. However, an insufficient number of copies for three
classes meant teaching hvo sessions with a 1966 issue of The American Pageant
by Thomas A. Bailey. This publication basically ignored the black experience.
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However, the bloan study mentioned earlier, commented favorably on the
Madgie textbook:
The handling of the black experience in American
history reflects the latest scholarship, and the most
positive attitudes about that experience. We should
also point out that the review questions, exercises,
and projects in connection with the topics dealing withblack Americans are plentiful and enpaginfr. H
The one class in which 'nje^toerican Experience was applied became the pivot
from which the other American history classes were organized. Meaningful
projects and other activities were adapted to the two other classes with varying
success. In additiol
,
supplementary readings were lifted from Black history
and carried into American history.
Among these readings were case studies written by the Black history
students. These were factual accounts, historical or contemporary, which
were creatively structured by the individual student to be interesting and to
elicit discussion. This was a major project to facilitate the integration of
American history initiated in Phase 3, but not fully implemented until Phase 4.
In conjunction with the textbook. The American Experience
, attempts to
integrate American history with the black experience were often of value. For
example, viewing a film or reading a paper dealing with the early African
background of black Americans was more realistic to the students, since the
information was also presented in the textbook. Many students, however.
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previously mesmerized into a belief that the black man was interior, suddenly
were caught up in cotJHcting streams of content material and attitudes. The
textbook presented one view, the teacher another. These students could be
expected to question the authenticity and the direction of the course. However,
even those students who had substantial tacts documenting the black experience
might refuse to accept its authenticity.
in Phase 3, the curricular design had a very positive effect on the
structure and methodology of the black studies program at Classical. However,
as in the first two years, there were other factors that also influenced the
development of the program. The continuing decrease in numbers of students
enrolled in black studies courses at Classical, and the surfacing of student
unrest in the Springfield schools affected the direction of this particular black
studies program. Regardless of careful curriculum development and class
planning, other forces appeared to help determine the future of the black
studies program.
Student enrollment
The enrollment was steadily declining. The Phase 3 total enrollment
consisted of thirty students in one class of Black history. The black enrollment,
80 per cent of the totalk had decreased by 55.6 per cent from that of Phase 1.
The white enrollment had dropped by 85 per cent. The course had now been
approved as a full year major subject by the Springfield School Committee.
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Contemporary issues was to be incorporated into the year course at appropriate
Intervals and at the end of the school year. The enrollment, therefore, would
remain relatively stable for the year. In the past, a student could enroll in
either Black history or Contemporary Issues as separate courses. At the
conclusion of the year, three students had dropped the course, and two students
had failed.
Social climate
The opening of the school year in September 1972 brought "a period of
turbulence and unrest. " A letter from the Superintendent stated:
. . . we have concluded that racial confrontation
was not initially a basic characteristic of the
students in our schools or the incidents which
happened.
However, deep feelings of hostility and racial
antagonism continue to exist and became clearly
apparent as time progressed. We must continue
to deal with these feelings which are truly
community based and which are so clearly ex-
pressed daily in our schools by angry and frustrated
students. The charge of the "double standard"
has been made with equal vigor and equal frequency
by both Blacks and Whites. Each group feeling that
the other is favored. To the extent that it has been
possible to do so, every effort has been m ade to
avoid this condition. [Italics mine.]
Again, the time was tense. And, again, the police were out in force. Continual
rumors of probable disruptions moved between the high schools and the junior
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high schools. To help curtail diso.-der. meetings were scheduled between the
Mayor, community leaders, school administrators, parents and students.
Within the schools, classes were decidedly affected by the tense atmosphere.
In Classical’s Black history class, students readily discussed the
situation. Much of the problem was seen to be in the junior high schools into
which black youngsters were being bussed. Why. the black students asked,
had Buckingham junior high school which had been predominately black, been
closed? Why were only black youngsters being bussed out of tj^ neighborhood?
What attempts were being made in the junior high schools to facilitate better
human relations between the bussed students and the white youngsters and
teachers ? As far as the black high school students were concerned, these
questions were not being answered adequately.
In contrast, one predominately white American history class was
extremely quiet in the presence of their black teacher. Of interest, is that at
this moment in time, late September, the assigned topic in history was the
American Revolution. As an introduction, students were examining the major
concepts of revolution, revolt, riot, and civil disobediance. ”At 12;30, a group
of Black youngsters, estimated to number about 200, proceeded down State
Street from Winches ter Square. " The history classroom was situated at the
end of the building in the direction of Winchester Square. Therefore, the
students in this classroom were among the first to hear the sounds of the
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arriving group of black young people. The class discussion slowly came to a
halt. Silence. The white students, generally attentive, avoided looking directly
at the teacher. Standing, the teacher observed the mental and physical
separation of those in the street, in contrast to those sitting in class. As the
dismissal bell rang, students quietly left the room. The overt aspects of the
student unrest subsided. Psychologically, however, the separation remained.
This separation was later re-emphasized during Black History Week
rap sessions which were strongly black oriented. Whites were challenged, but
remained silent in sessions dealing with Segregation versus Integration,
Blackness, and Civil Rights.
Neither special events, such as Black History Week, nor the black
studies program per se
,
brought about increased interest in the black experience
by white students. The black enrolhnent, howe\'’er, was to increase. A black
philosophy was gaining momentum on the national scene. The question was one
of separation versus integration. The continuing black -white conflict in academic
settings encouraged black separation. This social trend had a direct effect on
white student enrolhnent in black studies at Classical. Many black students
pushed for separation, and most white students readily moved aside. This
action, in turn, surfaced the long dormant issue—black studies courses as
separate and/or as integral parts of the high school curriculum.
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Conclus ions
Phase 3 was characterized by a number of developments. Of major
value was the newly designed black studies guide. Regardless of incomplete
appraisal, objectives and methodology suggested were applied in both Black
history and American history with some success.
Significant, also, was that enrollment had again decreased with the
emphasis being on white disinterest. This reaction was seen as being primarily
due to two forces. Phase 3 had initiated with student unrest. At this time,
too, many black students were reflecting the national social trend toward black
separatism which was evident in academic institutions. This heightened group
solidarity would have a direct effect on black student interest and participation
in black studies during Phase 4. Black students would enroll in Black literature
courses, and would develop an active Afro-American Organization. However,
black student solidarity and racial unrest in the schools had a negating effect
on white student interest and enrollment.
A continual decrease in numbers of students, in general, hastened
alternative attempts to expose more students to the blaek experience. Thus,
in Phase 3, the integration of American history became a primary aim within
the black studies program. The reconstruction of American history, however,
is a time consuming and arduous task beset with continual problems. In
presenting Phase 4, these problems will be discussed in more detail.
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Black Stud ies Courses as Separate and/or as
^gral Parts of the High School Curriculnm
Phase 4. September 1972 throi^jh June 1973, became a stoppin,. point
to rethink and be^in to evaluate the over-ail black studies proeram at Ciassical.
The original assumed goals had been historieal reconstruetion, the projection
of the concentrated black experience, and the buiiding of biack self-image. A
concentrated full year course in Biack history, newly instituted courses in
Black literature and black oriented Man and His Enviroianent, in conjunction
with integrated American history courses were slowiy moving towards these
ends.
Curricular desig^n
In Phase 4 the black studies teacher, by mutual a^rreement, was assigned
three classes, American history. Black history, and Black literature. The
latter was a half-year course which would be followed by a literature course
entitled, Man and His Environment. This teaching schedule allowed for
additional curriculum study and for program evaluation. American history
and Black history, except for a case study project, were continuations of the
procedures as applied in Phase 3. This approach entailed additional evaluation
of the Black studies teacher's guide, Afro-American History and Culture
,
and
the expernnental textbook. The American Experience
.
Students, however, were
not limited to these two major resources, as they were expected to undertake
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an amount ot independent study. The literature eourses-for seniors only-
wore basically exploratory in which a student could search out, sustain, or
build on his self-image and examine his relationship to mankind. The class
sessions were flexible, yet had an underlining structure relative to planned
content and methodology.
Literature as a Vehicle for Building Black Self-image
In Black literature, students became acquainted with literary works of
black writers through a survey of selected materials. The selections, based
on variance in style, content, and philosophical approach included: Cane,
Souls of Black Folk, Native Son
.
The Autobiography of Malcolm X . and a
series of readings from the basic textbook. Black Voices. Although the course
was structured chronologically, an attempt was made to relate the themes to
contemporary issues. Major themes examined included: heritage, alienation,
endurance, self-awareness, accommodation, protest, and black pride. The
primary methods applied in the classroom were discussions, role playing, and
reading sessions. The students explored the meanings of the themes as
expressed by individual writers in a particular work. At the same time, they
attempted to clarify their own relationship to each theme.
Continual reference was made to the interrelationship between know-
ledge of a peoples' heritage and an individual's self-pride. What was gained
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m Black literature could only be evaluated by each individual student.
With the onset of Man and His Environment, students elected to pursue
the same approach as in the first literature course. Materials selected for
study included additional readings from Black Voices
. Invisible Man
. Go Tell
n on the Mountain, and Raisin In The Sun. Man and His Env ironment was a
course previously offered at Classical. It was not a black course. This
particular class, however, was black except tor one student. The expressed
objective of the course was that a student find an answer to the question: "Who
am 1?" For the majority of young people in the class, to attempt to answer the
question necessitated exploring black literature. In other words, a blanket
approach could not be applied in teaching Man and His Environment. For any
academic success, the course had to be designed in terms of the composition of
the particular group. The need expressed by these students was tor knowledge
and understanding of blackness. The attainment of this immediate objective
would facilitate reaching the over-all goal of helping to build black self-image.
-The_C_ase Study Approach As A Means of Bringing About Historical Reconstruction
As previously discussed, the study of the black experience in America
has continued to be detached from the over-all study of American history.
Theoretically, many educators now recognize this aspect of history as part
of the American picture, however, the black experience is not being adequately
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presented. There appears to be two major reasons which are proventinir
suitable intedration of the black experience Into courses of study. First, many
historians and publishing companies have lagged in incorporating this topic
into school textbooks. Second, once the historical material has been integrated
with the black experience many teachers have questioned their own ability to
present it. There must be a positive approach used in order to reflect the
value of this information to the students. A biased attitude toward the black
experience from a teacher can negate any acceptance on the part of the students.
Therefore, a third area of concern in presenting the black experience within
an American history course is directly related to method of approach. Through
what means can a positive Interest and an active participation level in learning
the history of blacks in the United States be initiated?
A particular method of approach to integrate American history which
was attempted at Classical was the use of case studies. As previously mentioned,
these were factual accounts, based on historical or contemporary incidents,
written by students in the Black history class. Basically, this is a method in
which materials can be prepared by students or by teachers. The project idea
was to select a topic of interest and a method of presentation that would elicit
class discussion. The student could write a dialogue, a short position paper,
or even an individual narrative. He was asked to be creative. Case studies
"are designed to involve students in problem-solving techniques by utilizing
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the inquiry approach. Cases are selected tor their interest and tor content
which encourages student involvement."^'^
The Black history students readily agreed to participate in this project.
In essence, these particular students constituted the major source of black
information in addition to textbooks and other printed materials. Furthermore,
these students had previously studied, or were then enrolled in American
history. They were in a position to be aware of the omission of the black
experience from American history. In addition, the Black history students had
ideas of what events should be used for this historical integration, and they were
able to research and apply the ideas.
The student written case studies were initially presented and evaluated
in the Black history class. Immediate response in discussion, or lack of
response gave a cue to the appeal of the various cases. One of the first case
studies written elicited considerable discussion in the Black history class.
This study entitled, "Can Blacks get a Fair Trial, " drew a comparison behveen
the Dred Scott Decision of 1857 and the Angela Davis Case of 1972. Another
study, "Is Violence the Way Out, " dealt with the John Brown episode. Both
of these studies were transferred to an American history class. The response
varied. The students comfortably discussed the case study, ’Ts Violence the
Way Out, " in reference to the particular historical period and in applying it
to the contemporary scene. However, most of the students, even though aware
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of the Dred Scott Decision, were not able to relate directly to the first study,
as their knowledge of the Anf?ela Davis Case was limited.
The writing and use of case studies is considered to be a valuable and
necessary tool for integrating American history, and for involving students in
research, discussion, and understanding controvers ial issues. Teachers and
students are able to prepare self-constructed materials as they are needed for
a selected period in American history, in addition, an adequate case study
helps students to think, to comprehend situations, and to make decisions.
This is especially important when dealing with controversial issues, and, it
seems, many people continue to consider the study and discussion of the black
experience within that category.
The importance of integrating the black experience into social studies
courses must not be underestimated. It is the major area of study in which
a substantial number of students can be exposed to the black experience. The
primary course to challenge is American history, as it is a required study for
junior high school and senior high school students throughout the country. In
addition, it gives a teacher the opportunity to examine the black experience
within the expansive time period of American history. And, finally, as
previously indicated, Black history is American history. In essence, the
integration of American history is a prelude to historical reconstruction.
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Student enrollment
Although still racially mixed, the student enrollment in Phase 4 of the
program was now 92 percent black. The white enrollment had dropped by 90
per cent from phase 1. Whereas, the black enrollment had increased by 14.9
percent. Duriir; that year five students dropped black studies. No students
received failing grades.
Social climate
The news media projected little interest in the on-going program. The
school atmosphere was one of relative calm with no apparent racial unrest.
Black solidarity was noted, especially in the students’ newly-formed Afro-
American Organization. The members sought to involve Commerce, Technical
and Trade in extra-curricular activities aimed at fund raising. Most of these
programs were community-based dances, basketball games, and parties. In
addition, other teacher interest took on new meanii^, as more teachers made
major attempts to integrate the content of Erglish and social studies courses.
Conclus ions
Phase 4 was a time for rethinking and initial pregram evaluation. At
this stage. Black history and Black literature emphasized the interests and
needs of the majority black student enrollment. However, the awareness,
that only a minimal number of students, black and white, were being exposed
to the black e.xperience, placed demands on the need to integi'ate other subject
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areas. Iho demands itxiused primarily on American history.
In the concluding months of Phase 4, the question of program evaluation
became paramount. In order to undertake this project, there was a need to
re-exam me the introduction and the implementation of the black studies program
from September 1969 through June 1973.
The development of the black studies program, in Springfield,
Massachusetts, can be traced through four clear-cut phases. Each phase is
characterized by interplay between goals, students, curricular design, social
climate, and, to an extent, school personnel. Each of these contributing
factors can be defined for a particular phase. In each phase, the effect,
positive or negative, of a contributing factor can be isolated. Two factors appeared
to interfer continually with the positive growth of the black studies program.
First, the majority of teachers who indicated disinterest by remaining silent
and non- involved; and, second, students.
The factor, considered to be the most crucial for the development of
the program, or for bringing about the decline of the program was students.
Goals were projected on the basis of student needs. Curricular design was
relative to student performance. The social climate was activated through
student demands. Through this process, students created the black studies
program at Classical, and now many students were allowing it to wane.
Except for a small increase in Phase 4, due to the instituting of a Black
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litorature course, enrollment stendily decreased. ThrouRh self-incrjminalion,
students complained of too m uch book roadinf; and passed the word that the
course was too hard. One student said.
. .
"it's not a required course so why
do some extra studying to learn about mysclt. Another stated.
. . "the work
is too hard and kids don't want to exert the energy it takes to think. The
apathy on the part of too many students was stifling the program. However,
each year also brought a number of extremely ambitious young people who were
most positive about the black studies program. The discontented, however,
outweighed the enchanted. To all of these past students, the facts should be
known.
In December 1969, a number of suggestions for change had been presented
to the Springfield Social Studies Supervisor. Throughout the past four years,
continual moves were made to acco.Tiplish the indicated aims. By June 1973,
students had moved to help bring about the following changes:
1. Contemporary Issues was instituted as a half-
year course. (It later became a integral part
of the full year course.
)
2. The floating system for black studies teachers
in 1969 was eliminated and each high school was
in a position to develop its own program.
3. Black studies teachers were given the opportunity
to develop a formal black studies guide for use in
the four high schools.
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4. Black history became a full-year academic major
offered to 10th, 11th, and 12th graders.
5. Provisions were made for a Black literature
course,
6. A substantial amount of black studies resource
materials were made available in the school
library.
7. Positive moves were being made by a number
of teachers to integrate social studies and
English courses.
8. Ihere was a strong Afro-American Organization
at Classical.
In terms of continual positive develolinent, the black studies program
had shown progress. The strong hope was that those courses offered at
Classical, which have dealt with the concentrated black experience, will not
have to be discontinued. Such a move would negate the value of the American
black experience to many students. This action, in turn, would open questions
as to the legitimacy of the black experience in American history.
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CHAPTER V II
CONCLUSIONS
Within the American educatinR process black studies soared to national
fame in the late iseo's. Following on the winds of civil rights successes, the
timing was most opportune tor a dramatic rise after decades of dormancy.
The idea of black studies was not the overnight affair that it appeared to be.
Moves to render the United States sensitive not only to the oppressed condition
of the m ajority of black Americans, but also the unceasing black creativity
given in the development of this country had been an arduous process. For
decades, black historians—Pennington, Nell. Delany, DuBois, Woodson,
Wesley, Rogers—had made great efforts to research and present the continual
involvement of black peoples in the American experience.
What was the appearance of blaek studies programs in the late 1960's
actually saying about America? Had America recognized the needs of one of
its ethnic minorities ? Had this nation finally faced the need to re-examine
traditional values and behavioral patterns as a basis for improving human
interaction and understanding? Was human relations coming to be seen as the
overriding ingredient for man's survival in this multi-cultural, fast-moving
technological society? Or, was the move to incorporate black studies into the
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American educaUng process another historical compromise to nrtintain national
cohos iveness in which Iho hlack man wonid asain iind hi.nsoii the los<., y
It would appear that America had not shown futuristic thinking. The
continuation of discriminatory practices, such as tracking and imbalanced
testing, that denied black children equal educational opportunity, in conjunction
with the implementation of black studies programs, was paradoxical. The
latter told the black child that he was somebody
,
the former reminded liim that
he was nobody
.
Furthermore, the urgency of the NOW cry for implementation meant
an immediate reaction from those under direct fire. The American educational
system answered with action, but little systematic planning. Had another
historical compromise taken place? Blacks were granted their heritage, and
within a short period of time, the nation settled down with a moratorium on
black student unrest. Eventually, voluntary separation by black college
students, out of a need for group cohesiveness
,
became an expected and
accepted occurrence; whereas black studies classes in the high school became
one class affairs with few questions asked about what was being taught. The
initial reaction was that black studies was primarily for blacks.
Contrary to this premise, was the realization that the black experience
was an historically integral part of the American scene. With the ease of
putting together a child's puzzle, black involvement could be plugged into every
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aspect of America's socio-historical progression. By 1973. revised history
books and other social studies textbooks containing the black experience were
available to the pahiie sehoois fro. hinder.artea through h4th sehooi. Biach
Studies was becoming a part of the American scene.
AJjjgh School and A Black Studies Prncrrf^m
The Idea of black studies was also launched as a challenge to the nation's
educational system, against a background of American racism. Therefore, the
questions raised were: Was it possible for black studies to help eradicate
racism ? Would the American educational system combat a social problem that
it had developed and helped to perpetuate?
The educational system met the demand tor black studies by initially
providing an avenue through which the so-called new information could bo
channelled. Immediately, black studies, the change substance, carried by a
teacher, the change agent, began to modify the American educational system
in various ways. Curriculum, tor example, was gradually changed to include
the concentrated socio-cultural and historical progression of an American
minority people. And, specific attempts were made to hire black teachers.
In step with the mood of the nation, Springfield, Massachusetts moved to adopt
a black studies program.
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Springfield, a New England urban center, had a sizable black minority.
Lying in an area loosely called
-immigration valley-, the city and the surrounding
towns had demonstrated strong, ethnic group pride. However, only within the
recent past had a sizable number of blacks showed overt concern for the black
heritage.
White community reaction to the black presence in Springfield, which
had been one of casual mixing or indifference, changed to an attitude of direct
concern beginning in 1967 when the city was told to implement a racial balance
enrollment plan for six of its elementary schools, Springfield had a history of
^ fac^ segregation. This practice resulted in limited interracial exposure
in the early school grades and within the total community.
In September 1969, the Springfield School System incorporated black
studies courses into the curriculum of the city's four high schools.- Classical,
Technical, Commerce, and Trade. Demands, presented by concerned students
in April 1969, had had a direct effect on the administrators, who were then in
a position to take action on the program's acceptance. Student pressure had
been the motivation necessary to ignite the spark which had initiated the black
studies program.
The aim of this study was to examine the specific black studies program
at Classical High School in Springfield, as it evolved and developed over the
four academic years from September 1969 through June 1973. Initially, program
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goals encompassed historical reconstruction, with the inclusion of the black
experience, projection of the concentrated black experience, and the building
of black self-image. Presented from a basis of direct involvement, the study
proposed strategy which would describe and compare factors involved in the
development of the program. The factors
—goals, students, curricular design,
social climate, and, to an extent, school personnel-
-had varying influences
on the evolving program.
The goals were maintained throughout the four years but were considered
as long range ends. These major aims, however, were viewed as if they were
on a continuum of attainment. That is, moves for historical reconstruction,
the adequate projection of the concentrated black experience, and the building
of black self-image, were to be facilitated through the achievement of defined
behavioral objectives. The means of reaching the defined behavioral objectives,
based on the immediate assessed needs of students, took priority in the
classroom.
In order to develop an adequate black studies course, educators have
suggested that a specific course be geared toward the needs of the particular
students involved. Expressed group or individual needs for black studies ma}'^
range from a desire for knowledge or content material; identity, or the building
of black self-image; for black liberation, or for improving human relations.
Furthermore, the expressed needs, relative to group and individual differences
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could be due to a number of factors—such as, geoj^raphical locale, black-white
population ratio and residence patterns, community ethnic diversity, or previous
exposure to the black experience. Course objectives were set based on the
defined student needs. Objectives could then be reached with greater ease and
success if the activities in the classroom were geared toward the particular
group or individual student needs.
At Classical, the profiles of the black studies classes showed considerable
variance over the four years. That is, the needs of the racially balanced
classes in September 1969 differed from those of the predominately black
classes in September 1973. The assessed needs of the particular classes at
Classical were based on the characteristics of the students involved as well as
those influencing attributes of the surrounding community. The historical study
of Springfield, for example, in conjunction with exposure to the city high
school students substantiated the assumed needs for black content material and
for the building of black self-image. However, within the classes, the immediate
needs varied relative to the black-white student ratio, and to previous exposure
to the black experience.
Basically, the mood of the city and the attitudes of the community people
were reflected in the schools, and, hence, denoted the needs of the students
for exposure to the black experience. This was evidenced by sporadic student
outbrealcs, with decided racial overtones, in the high schools. The student
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outbreaks surfaced latent racial prejudices. Feelings were shown by coarse
racial language, brutal action, or silent disinterest. Furthermore, class
discussions at Classical often showed a total lack of knowledge of black involve-
ment in the American experience. In addition, test results of large groups
of white students indicated a refusal to read history revised to benefit blacks.
The black studies program at Classical moved through four specific
phases which were designated as Phase 1, 2, 3, 4. Each phase drew upon the
previous phase for program ideas. However, from program introduction
through evaluation, each period was characterized by a defined aspect in
curricular planning.
The curricular development of Phase 1 was based primarily on an
original proposal and outline submitted b}' the students who requested the
black studies program in April 1969. Phase 2 was characterized by the
application of an abbreviated thematic guide reflecting the black American's
uplifting from Africa, and moving through the American experiences of
Colonization, Exploitation, Reconstruction, and Revolution.
In Phase 3, a structural foundation was assured with the introduction
of a formal guide, Afro-American History and Culture, for use in the black
studies classes. The themes defined in Phase 2 were adapted to the behavioral
approach which underlined the methodology in the guide. The evaluation of
the black studies guide was undertaken, but the need to rethink and evaluate
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the total program took priority at the conclusion of Phase 3 and tteoughout
Phase 4. The major point of concern presented in Phase 4 was the need tor
separate, or concentrated courses dealing with the black experience, such as
Black history and Black literature, in conjunction with courses integrated
with the black experience.
Significant problems
As the black studies program developed at Classical, a number of
significant problems evolved. The basic areas of concern were black and
white student disinterest, other teacher interest and involvement, and the
availability of black oriented resource materials. Student disinterest in black
studies, especially that of white students, was prevelant and increased each
year. Other teacher interest and involvement was initially negligible and
changed only minimally overthe four year period. Major interest in black
studies was elicited by only a selected number of teachers.
In evaluating the program, attempts were made not only to understand
the basis of each particular problem, but also to suggest a possible solution to
the problem. The conclusions were hypothetical in nature having been arrived
at as a result of incidents in the classroom, informal evaluative discussions with
students, tests and other written ass ignments, and interaction with fellow
teachers. The results were as follows:
1. Interest and academic perseverance in black
studies classes varied from student to student.
This, however, did not differ radically from
student concern for any other elective course.
2. Black student increasing disinterest in black
studies was based on five interpretations.
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First, there wes the teEcher's concern for e
quElity ECEdem ic course, es opposed to En initiEl
student felt need for informEl discussions, or
rEp sessions. Second, there wes e refusEl by
mEny students to Eccept blEck studies courses
as ECEdem ic disciplines. Third, e conflict
developed beUveen many students and the black
studies teacher as to academic expectations.
Fourth, there was a greater student need to
concentrate on the basic academic courses in
English, mathematics, and science for future
use. Fifth, the increasing incorporation of the
black experience in courses of study on the
junior high school level lessened the student need
to elect a concentrated black studies course in
high school. Black oriented extra-curricular
activities would be of value to those students not
in an academic position to elect a rigorous course
in black studies,
3. White student disinterest in black studies was in-
terpreted primarily as a reflection of the white
community attitude toward black concerns. This
apathy will prevail until adequate moves are made
to educate and integrate the total community into the
importance of black studies and ethnic studies per se.
4. White student disinterest in black studies was further
enhanced by majority white teacher apathy and with-
drawal from involvement in black studies courses
and other black social activities. White teacher's
lack of interest in black studies acted to negate the
value of the program. In contrast, active teacher
participation and constant integration of other courses
would have heightened the value of the American black
experience to more students.
5. White teacher disinterest and lack of involvement in
the presentation of black studies course material and
in black student extra-curricular activities were
h3Tothesized as being a result of lack of knowledcre
about the black experience, fear of inadequacy in the
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presentation of the black experience, and {reneral
disinterest in the black studies profrram. This
apathy will continue until teachers become better
educated on the black experience either voluntarily,
or until the Massachusetts State Board of Education
lequires that a black studies course be a prerequisite
for teacher certification.
6. Students' and teachers' complaints of insufficient
black studies resource materials were groundless.
There was a sufficient and varied supply of excellent
matei ials dealin^r with the black experience. No
teacher could complain of inadequate materials for
integrating a course of study with the black experience.
Significant conclusions
.
In the evaluating process conclusions were made with regard to the
value and the direction of black studies at Classical. From this evaluation the
following points have evolved.
lo Black studies is an interdisciplinary subject. The
class setting can offer black students a supportive
atmosphere in which to gain confidence in self, and
in which to review academic skills in which an
individual needs help.
2. The black studies movement brought about an in-
creased number of black teachers. These educators
had a direct effect on content material being taught
in the school to a large number of students. Further-
more, the presence of these teachers had a positive
influence on dispelling negative views of black
competence.
3. It cannot be denied that black studies courses can be
rewarding for black high school students. However,
a black high school student, whose concept of self is
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negative, was probably affected at an early age.
This emphasized the need for incorporating the
black experience into elementary and junior high
school programs. Black studies on the high school
level can reinforce a developing positive self-
image. It is questionable whether a negative self-
image can be erased by a single black studies
experience.
4. There was an apparent heightening of black self-
pride and projection of the black experience over
the four years during which the black studies program
was implemented. The positive reaction, however,
cannot be attributed solely to the black studies program
at the school, but must be related to a number of
impinging sources. Outwardly, America's national
policy towards its etlinic minorit}' peoples is under-
going change. This action is reflected, for example,
in black oriented merchandise in shopping centers,
black films, and black studies programs open in
higher education.
5. The failure of a substantial number of black students
to elect black studies courses was not necessarily an
indication of the failure of the black studies program.
Black students who viewed black studies courses as a
continuation of an academic approach which had been
difficult, non-rewarding, and damaging to the self-
image, would not generally elect the course for study.
This posed a major dilemma as the interest and
participation of these students was critical in terms
of -continuing the projection of the concentrated black
experience.
6. The means of achieving academic objectives were
diverse, and, therefore, the curricular des ign of a
black studies course varied with the defined interests,
capabilities and needs of a particular group, or an
individual student. Initially, the goals of the black
studies program were assumed. However, the actual
needs of a group, or a student could be better defined
by observing and working with the group or the student.
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7. Th© futur© of black studi©s does not li© only within
th© sing^l© classroom. Th© fact that prejudiced
attitudes were evident in the community and were
carried into the schools indicated the need for
community based human relations projects. Such
a move lended strong; support to the idea of
experiential education.
8. Students, both black and white, are educationally
deprived if they are not prepared to deal with today's
human relations problems. The need for courses
integrated with the black experience is a necessity.
Effectiveness of Spring-field program
How effective was the black studies program at Classical? The
Springfield administrators who were quoted on the introduction of the black
studies program into the city high schools, also gave their impressions as to
the program's effectiveness and future. In general, effectiveness was considered
to be nominal. The evaluation was interpreted as being primarily due to the
smull number of students, in particular whites, who had elected the courses in
Black history and Black literature. The future of the black studies program,
according to the administrators, was directly related to the general interest
shown by students, and the integration of the black experience into other
courses of study on all levels of the educational spiral—elementary, junior
high, and senior high school.
The Springfield administrators, then, projected the goals of a black
studies program for 1974 as being: (1) the incorporation of the black experience
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into other courses of study, (2, the move to increase exposure to the black
experience to a larger mnnber of students, and (3) the attempt to prepare more
effective citizens. Without some action relative to these goals, the admini-
strators expected the black studies program in the Springfield high schools to
have a very dim future. The administrators' evaluation and suggested goals
were directly applicable to the program at Classical, as well as the courses
offered at Technical, Commerce, and Trade,
Furthermore, of dec ided importance was the necessary involvement of
all teachers in attaining the projected goals. One administrator, in forecasting
the future of the black studies program, stated the following:
I think this depends on a number of factors which
are difficult to assess at this time. One of them
is the college and university training of teachers.
What I mean here is that if college courses in
history, literature.
.
.
present a balanced and
accurate view of black people in human experience,
that teachers, who experience these courses will,
in their courses, incorporate Black Studies in
their proper place in the humanities, arts, social
sciences,
.
.1
A teacher, prior to entering the classroom, must be sensitive to the
value of projecting the black experience.
In conclusion, one cannot divorce the Springfield case study from high
school black studies programs in general. Classical's program is only a
segment, but yet a reflection of the same problems, successes, and failures
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experienced in other programs
, The city m ight be unique in Keographlcai
location, socio-historical progression, and particular educational problems,
but only to the extent that it is designated as Springfield. This school system's
Involvement in the black studies movement can offer suggestions and perhaps
answers to other urban centers of similar background.
Tdje American Educational System and Black Studies Programs
The educational system had provided the structural basis for black
studies programs. Educators were willing to re-examine subject matter being
taught to students, and, in addition, to issue revised materials dealing with
black people. Within a short period, a wide variety of textbooks and supplemen-
tary data were available to the public schools. In response to the cliallenge,
the American educational system emphasized the projection of the concentrated
black experience and provided information for the integration of other courses
of study.
These, however, were the primary goals in the late 1960's, and they
should have been instituted into the educational process by the early 1970's.
The appearance of the black experience in programs of study was the initial
sign that a black studies program could be used as a tool to combat racism.
The appearance of additional black teachers and revised textbooks in the public
schools, from kindergarten through high school, was an indication that change
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was takinpr place. To what depth,
into the cdueatinp^ process ?
however, did the ehan^re substance extend
Black studies on the high school level remained primarily a single
classroom affair, and, therefore, the effect of a black studies program was
limited. The following progression was hypothesized. First, the base for a
black studies program had been well structured, and the materials for separate
black courses and for the integration of other courses were made available.
Second, black studies classes emphasized historical reconstruction, projection
of the concentrated black experience, and the building of black self-miage.
Ihe students in the black studies classes were well aware of the direct in-
volvement of blacks on the American scene. They had been exposed to revised
American history. Third, as these students moved from black studies sessions
to other classes, where the black experience was either omitted or devaluated,
conflict often occurred. In most cases, the conflict was not resolved.
In order to help resolve this conflict, the school system must provide
educators who are better prepared to deal with the black experience from an
historical perspective, as well as one based on the contemporary scene. Only
when the educator closest to the student is in a position to deal realistically
with the black experience, will the student feel free to deal with the situation.
Until this occurs, black studies will have minimal effectiveness in the high
school setting.
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Since blacte comprise a sizable minority in the United States; and
as there is a question of providinR equal educational opportunity for all
American children, there should be a serious reassessment of this nation's
policies as they affect minority groups. Educators must re-affim, their active
role in solving social problems.
Human Kclalions and Bhick Studies Proer^mi s
The needs of the mid 1970’s for black studies, as opposed to thase of
the late 19G0's, reflect a differing level of human interaction. As the assumed
goals of the late 19G0's were being attained, the over-riding aim surfacing
was the need to improve human relations. Prior to the 19G0's, blacks and
whites had been associating on a very uneven stxjial basis. However, with the
successes of the 19G0 Civil Rights Movement, many blacks became uivolved
in a more positive psychological and s(x,-ial atmosphere. The realization
amongst these blacks that they could react from positions of varying power,
as opposed to constant subordination, brought changes in black-white relations.
A result of racism is the negative feeling tliat many blacks have
developed for self and for blackness. This action supports the psychological
tenets of racism. That is, strength is given to the trend because the individual
at whom racist practices are projected is weakened. This individual becomes
vulnerable to other persons and to self-incrimination. As blacks develop
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Stronpth. the racist loses power. Therefore, as the black meets the white,
socially, economically, and politically, human relations arc further strained.
Combatting racism is a two-way problem. Therefore, black and white educators
need to be involved in the educating process dealing with the black experience.
Cooperation in teaching the black experience is a necessity whether in attaining
success in the classroom through specifically defined behavioral objectives-
in moving toward the assumed projected goals of the late 19G0's—or in order
to better human interaction as a citizen within the community. Furthemiore,
these must be directed moves for change. Combatting racism can no longer
be left to the normal process of change.
The American educational system must recognize and act on the need
for better human relations on the high school level, as a move to prc[xire
youth for future involvement in society. Student unrc-si 'a :U; Ui . kIcU racial
overtones can be a rehearsal for future negative encounters. The need to
improve human understanding and interaction is basic not only to maintain
national black-white social stability, but also as a foundation for responding
to the approaching demand for other ethnic programs. At this time, black
studies programs can be viewed as a prelude to ethnic studies. As the
educational system moves into a new phase of black studies—or ethnic studies,
by what means will strides be made to better human relations ? What demands
will be put on curricular design?
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The Mid 1970 »s and Black Studies
The demand for black studies programs has slowly diminished.
However, the need has not. Each time America attempts to solve a racial
problem, the need for black studies will be re-emphasized.
Black studies must be seen as an academic entity going beyond the single
classroom. It should be applied as a tool for change throughout the total school
and within the community. Black studies should be viewed as a catalyst to
initiate change, and as a substance with varying combining power to yield a
more realistic and comprehensive picture of American life.
A model of a black studies program for the mid 1970 ’s reflects a broad
application within a school and the community surrounding the school. The
suggested design is characterized by four major divisions—structure, process,
variation in content projection, and extracurricular activities. The basic
structure is to be marked out through goals and curricular design. Goals, or
objectives, are to be based on the immediate needs exhibited by students
enrolled in the class, and by noting influences of the surrounding community.
The resultant course of study should then be geared to meet the student needs.
Small classes—a maximum of twenty students—allows for greater flexibility
in determining needs and developing an adequate curriculum. The process,
or methodology applied in the elassroom, should focus on the perfonnance of
selected behavioral experiences leading toward the stated objectives.
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Black content material could be channeled through three primary courses
First, through a concentrated Black history or Black literature course; second,
in American history; and. third within a contemporary studies course. The
third area would involve inserting the black experience into such courses as
Urban studies. Contemporary econom ics
,
Problems of Democracy, and
Contemporary American studies. Two approaches could be applied to these
particular contemporary issues courses. First, each could be cross-matched
for open discussions, and, second, enrolled students could be encouraged to
undertake experiential study projects both during scheduled elass sessions and
during free periods. For example, academically sound seniors at Classical
are allowed to leave school grounds on an open campus policy. During this
time students are free to visit Springfield businesses, to attend museum
programs, or to roam. This would be an excellent time to channel a student's
energies into a supervised academic experience that could later be carried into
the classroom for discussion.
Creative teachers can gear these sessions toward human relations
projects directly related to a course of study. In making use of the open
campus policy and extra-curricular activities, such as the Afro-American
Organization, teachers can circulate students and selected black studies
course material from the classroom, throughout the school, into the community,
and then back into the classroom. Involving students in a degree of individual
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freedom, the policy of decision making, and the opportunity to know and under-
stand one's fellow man. appear to lutderlie the most adequate design for a
black studies program for the mid 1970 's.
Citizenship education demands that there be human interaction and
understanding. The democratic ideal prescribes to unity in diversity, m this
connection, Gordon Allport stated:
The whole world watches to see whether the
democratic ideal in human relationships is
viable. Can citizens learn to seek their own
welfare and growth not at the expense of their
fellow men but in concer with them
Is the American educational system moving fast enough to develop human under-
standing and tolerance within its borders amongst peoples of varying back-
grounds ? in the next several years viable human relations may be the antidote
for man's survival.
Who Wants A Flower Garden ?
So sure of myself so long ago
I planted the seeds of hope.
In the deepest regions of my soul
I saw my garden grow.
Heritage reached out and nourished my
alienated soul.
And pride began to fertilize my dream.
Suddenly then, the weeds appeared
—
those of shame and degradation
—
And my existence became one of despair,
1 still work in my garden.
I still seek its marvelous haiwest.
For it must redeem itself,
.
Before the final curtain is drawn, ^
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CHAPTER VII FOOTNOTES
statement made by the School-Community Relations adm inistratorn the evaluation questionnaire presented to selected Springfield SchoolDepartment administrators o n i
Co,
,
^Gordon W. Allport, The Nature of Pre^idiPP (M.w
1958 ), p. 480 .
Doubleday &
^Jeannette u. Harris, "Who Wints A Flower Garden, " unpublished poem.
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